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A Computer Program to Calculate Fluid Flow and Heat Transfer during 

Additive Manufacturing Process 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

 

 The program analyses heat transfer and material flow, and estimates temperature and 

velocity fields, solidification parameters, thermal cycles in laser assisted additive manufacturing 

(AM) in a layer-by-layer manner on a substrate. Both the powder injection and powder bed 

deposition processes are addressed. The basic “version-4” for the weld pool simulation is 

suitably modified to develop the present code for the AM process. The overall code consists of 

several subroutines and functions that are described in the text to follow. 
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INDEX 

Subroutine / 

Function 
File Purpose Page 

Assigntask user.for To call all subroutines as per flow-chart  7 

bound bound.for To estimate and apply the boundary conditions  

blockcorrection solve.for   

CalTime output.for To estimate average time per iteration in each time step  

coeff coeff.for Calculates the coefficients for discrete equations  

correct solve.for Performs pressure and velocity calculations  

crcal_length postcal.for 
To estimate solidification parameters and cooling rates in 

melt pool at the end of each time-step 
63 

crcal_time postcal.for 
To compute solidification parameters and cooling rates at 

monitoring locations at the end of all time-steps 
57 

cust_out output.for 
Writes output in files ‘techmov_logtop’ and ‘techmov_trans’ 

after specific time steps directed by frequency index 
 

EndTime output.for Writes date and time after all time-steps in output.txt  

enth_to_temp tempenth.for Calculates temperature at grids points from enthalpy solution 50 

enthtempT tempenth.for 
To establish temperature - enthalpy correlation for each 

material through ‘tempenthC’ and ‘funfit’ 
54 

fluxes fluxes.for Calculates fluxes at all boundaries after each iteration  

geom geom...for 
Develops the grid coordinates, area, volumes, interpolation 

functions, layers and fixes monitoring locations 
22 

heatinp initialize.for 
To compute and assign heat input at selected grids points in 

each time-step 
14 

initialize initialize.for Initializes all variables and arrays 11 

input input.for Reads values from input.txt  9 

main main.for Main program that calls Assigntask to start calculations  

materC propertyC.for 
Stores constant material properties for all materials – the 

same for selected materials are read in user.for. 
35 

materT propertyT.for 
Update temperature dependent material properties in each 

time step as per material and region index 
39 

modify modify.for 
Applies source terms other than boundary conditions and 

modifies the coefficients of the discretized equations. 
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ndnumber ndnumber.for Calculate all assigned non-dimentional numbers  

OpenFiles output.for Open files to write different output   

output output.for Writes output in output files and on the screen  

outputres output.for Writes outputs in output.txt after each time step  

poolsize poolsize.for Calculates meltpool dimentions and assigns momentum domain  

PowerOff initialize.for Set heat input zero for the idle time 18 

postcal postcal.for 
Contains ‘crcal_length’ and ‘crcal_time’ that are used to 

estimate solidification parameters and cooling rate 
 

propertyC propertyC.for 
Calls MaterC and reads constant material properties 

following material and region index 
35 

propertyT propertyT.for 
Calls MaterT and reads temperature dependent material 

properties following material and region index 
39 

residue residue.for Calculates all residuals used to check convergence  

sp_heat_enth enthtemp.for 
Develops temperature enthalpy relationship to calculate 

temperatures from enthalpy values 
45 

solve solve.for Stores all subroutines used for TDMA  

solveh solve.for Solves enthalpy equations  

surten propertyT.for 
Calculates temperature dependent coefficient of surface 

tension in each time-step 
 

store propertyT.for 
Stores calculated values of field variables in current times 

step as initial condition for next time step 
 

StartTime output.for 
Writes date and time at the beginning of the calculation in 

output.txt 
 

tableout output.for Writes grids in output.txt  

tempenthC enthtemp.for Generates ‘Temperature’ and corresponding ‘enthalpy’ arrays  47 

tec_out output.for 
Writes solution for complete domain in file ‘tecout’ at a 

specific time step in each layer 
 

write_input output.for Write input in output.txt file  

write_grid output.for 
Writes grid related parameters in the output.txt file and 

calls tableout  
 

OpenFiles output.for Generate files to write different output  
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1.0 Introduction 

 The AM program considers the laser beam power, scanning speed, beam radius, 

temperature dependent thermophysical properties for the substrate and the powder particles, the 

substrate and the layer dimensions, and size of the powder particles as the primary input.  

For typical powder injection process, the AM program also takes the mass flow rate and 

velocity of powder particles, laser beam-powder interaction length as input to estimate the 

attenuation loss of beam power and the in-flight energy receipt of the powder particles.  

For powder-bed system, the AM program needs the packing efficiency of the powders 

when a layer of material powder is spread over the substrate or previous layer before laser beam 

is scanned over it to deposit a material layer melting powders. 

 The AM program provides the three-dimensional temperature and velocity field, thermal 

cycles and cooling rates, solidified build profiles and solidification parameters for the multi-

layer structure and values of the non-dimensional numbers related to the physical phenomena 

occurring during process. 

 All the inputs are read through the subroutine input.for. Several output of results are 

written through the subroutine output.txt. The sample input.txt and output.txt are provided in 

case study. 

 

3.0 Definition of problem 

3.1 Introduction 

 AM code involves development of algorithms to define different phenomena like 

material deposition, heat input from laser beam to the material system and other boundary 

conditions for solving governing equations numerically.  

3.2 Substrate / Build material / Gas system 

 The overall solution domain is rectangular with the substrate as the base. A symmetric 

analysis is performed considering the plane of symmetry along the half-width of the build. The 

length of the deposition is always considered smaller than the length of the substrate. The beam 

travels through the length of the deposit through a number of steps. The step length (Xshift) is 

estimated as 

 shiftbshift fr2X         (1) 

and the corresponding step-time is estimated as 

 
v

X
Timestep shift        (2) 
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 After the completion of one layer, an idle-time is provided during which the beam power 

is absent. Next, the beam moves to the starting location of the second layer. The starting location 

of each layer is the same in the present version i.e. deposition occurs always in one direction. 

The beam moves up by an amount of the layer height, which is constant, at the start of the 

deposition of a subsequent layer. 

 

3.3 How the gas / air cells become build cells 

 All the cells above the substrate are initially assigned with the thermophysical properties 

of the air / gas. As the laser beam moves along a layer, the cells entering under the beam within 

a certain area, which is estimated as the product of beam diameter and a spread factor, are 

assigned with the thermophysical properties of the powder particles. The value of the spread 

factor is considered empirically based on the size of the particles, beam diameter and inclination 

of the beam axis with respect to the substrate or deposited surface. Figure 1 shows the schematic 

representation of the material updating scheme during process. The orange colored cells 

represent substrate and assigned corresponding material properties. The cells in the green color 

represent the deposited structure till current time step and possess material property of deposit 

material. The transparent elements represent gaseous surrounding and are assigned 

corresponding gas properties. The red color cell represent the material being deposited in current 

time step and just at the beginning of the time step its material property is changed from gas 

property to deposit material property. All the cells outside the extent of deposit and above 

substrate are permanently assigned surrounding gas properties. For powder bed instead of gas 

properties, an weighted average properties of the material and gas are used. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of material update scheme during simulation (please check 

volume 2 for figures) 

 

The overall code comprises of several (~31 to be confirmed) subroutines that are 

contained in twenty files with .for extension. In the following, several parts of the code are 

described in a sequential manner. 
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Subroutine ‘assigntask’ (file: user.for) 

1. Overview 

 The subroutine ‘assigntask’ is a main subroutine which calls 31 subroutines in a 

particular sequence as shown in the flow chart to execute the program. The flow chart for the 

overall AM code is shown below. In each case, the font in red indicates the corresponding 

subroutine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INPUT (input.for) 

(reads data required for 

run from input.txt) 

PROGRAM (user.for) 

(all subroutines to execute 

run and give output) 

HEADER (header.for) 

(contains global variables) 

START 

STOP 
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PROGRAM 

(user.for) 

do for number of layers, lindex = 

1,(total number of layers) 

(user.for) 

do for number of shifts in a layer, 

ishift = 1, nshifts (total number of 

shifts per layer)  

(user.for) 

do for maximum no. of 

iterations per time step, niter 

= 1, maxit (maximum no. of 

iterations)  

(user.for) 

Temperature 

Calculations 

Calculate meltpool 

geometry 

(poolsize.for) 

Update Properties 

(propertyT.for) 

Velocity 

Calculations 

(u,v,w,p) 

Define heat input location & amount 

(initialize.for, entry heatinp) 

Apply boundary 

condition 

(bound.for) 

Calculate 

coefficients 

(coeff.for) 

Modify 

Coefficients 

(modify.for) 

Calculate residues 

(residue.for) 

Solving TDMA 

(solve.for) 

Converting from 

enthalpy to temperature 

(convert.for, 

tementh.for) 

Check Convergence 

(residues or 

maximum no. of 

iterations) 

NO 

YES 

Output 

(output.for) 

Update material Property 

(air to deposit material) 

(propertyT.for) 
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Subroutine Input (File : input.for) 

1. Overview 

The purpose of subroutine ‘input’ is to read input data such as the deposition conditions 

including substrate and powder dimensions, grid dimensions, numerical scheme parameters, 

boundary conditions, etc. from the file ‘input.txt’. The table below lists all the variables from 

input subroutine and their descriptions. 

 

2. List of input data 

Group Definition Variables 

Process 

Parameters 

Laser Power (W) pwlaser 

Laser scanning speed (cm/s) scanvel 

Laser beam radius rlaser 

Laser intensity distribution factor disfact 

Number of beam shifts along a layer nshift 

Number of Layers in the deposit nlayer 

Idle time (s) tmidle 

Cooling time at the end of complete deposition(s) tmclng 

Substrate and 

Layer 

Dimensions 

Substrate thickness (cm) thsub 

Track length (cm) trlen 

Track thickness (cm) thlyr 

Material and 

surrounding 

selection  

Substrate material indices (1 to 4) isubmat 

Powder material indices (1 to 4) idepmat 

Surrounding atmosphere indices (11, 12) isrnd 

Deposition 

system 

Material injection system indices  

(1: coaxial, 2:Powder bed) 
indxsys 

Material 

delivery 

parameters  

Powder mass flow rate (gm/s) pmflr 

Beam powder interaction length (cm) ftlen 

Diameter of powder particles (cm) diapwd 

Gas flow rate (l/min) gasfl 

Nozzle diameter (cm) dianzl 

Standoff distance (cm) stddist 

Nozzle angle thetanz 

Powder bed 

system 
Packing efficiency ppeff 

Heat source 

type switch 

Heat source selection indices 

(1: volumetric, 2: surface) 
ihtindx 

Velocity 

calculations 

Switch 

Velocity calculation indices 

(1: Yes, 2:No) 
ivelcal 

Other 

parameters 

Concentration of surface active elements (wt %) wtpct 

Surface excess at saturation (mole/cm2) gamsat 

Enthalpy of segregation (cal/mol) enthse 
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Entropy factor entfac 

Temperature (K) range to examine cooling rate 
tphase(1), 

tphase(2) 

Numerical 

scheme 

parameters 

Maximum number of iterations maxit 

Velocity boundary condition indices 

(1: Surface , 2 : Body force) 
iopstforce 

Time increment in idle time (s) tidleinc 

Frequency of writing results in tecmov file iwrtfre 

Number of monitoring locations per layer nmon 

Under-relaxation for u-velocity urfu 

Under-relaxation for v-velocity urfv 

Under-relaxation for w-velocity urfw 

Under-relaxation for pressure urfp 

Under-relaxation for enthalpy urfh 

Boundary 

Conditions 

Heat transfer coefficient at west face (cal/cm2-K) htci1 

Heat transfer coefficient at east face (cal/cm2-K) htcl1 

Heat transfer coefficient at north face (cal/cm2-K) htcm1 

Heat transfer coefficient at bottom face (cal/cm2-K) htck1 

Heat transfer coefficient at top face (cal/cm2-K) htcn1 

Temperature at west face (K) ti1 

Temperature at east face (K) tl1 

Temperature at north face (K) tm1 

Temperature at bottom face (K) tk1 

Preheat Temperature  (K) ti 

Ambient Temperature (K) tamb 

Geometry 

discretiztion 

parameters 

Number of x zones nzx 

Length of each x-zone (cm) 
(xzone (i), i = 

1, nzx) 

Number of control volumes in each x-zone 
(ncvx (i), i = 

1, nzx) 

Exponent to locate control volume boundaries 
(powrx (i), i = 

1, nzx) 

Number of y zones nzy 

Expected maximum track width (cm) yzone (1) 

Number of control volume in first y-zone ncvy (1) 

Exponent to locate control volume boundaries in the first 

y-zone 
powry (1) 

Length of 2nd and 3rd y-zones outside track width (cm) 
(yzone (i), i = 

2, nzy) 

Number of control volumes in 2nd and 3rd  y-zones  
(ncvy (i), i = 

2, nzy) 

Exponent to locate control volume boundaries in 2nd and 

3rd y-zones 

(powry (i), i = 

2, nzy) 

Number of control volumes in substrate thickness ncvsub 

Exponent to locate control volume boundary in substrate powrzsub 

Number of control volumes in a layer ncvlyr 

Exponent locate control volume boundaries in layer 

thickness 
powrzlyr 
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Subroutine initialize (file: initialize.for) 

 

1. Overview: 

 Subroutine ‘initialize’ in file ‘initialize.for’ contains three entry structures ‘initvar’, 

‘heatinp’ and ‘Poweroff’.  

 

2. Entry initvar 

 This entry assigns the initial values to all the global variables used in program and 

includes calculations for the fraction of laser beam energy absorbed by the material powder 

particles from laser beam during their travel from nozzle to substrate / deposit surface.  

The amount of energy absorbed by the particles depends on the interaction time between 

powder particle and laser beam during travel, and laser absorption coefficient of powder 

material. The interaction time depends on the material delivery parameters like nozzle diameter, 

delivery gas flow rate and standoff distance (distance between nozzle distance and substrate), 

etc. The fraction of laser energy absorbed by the particles is stored in variable ‘fracheat’. The 

calculations for ‘fracheat’ are as follows (Ref: J. Lin, OLT, 1999): 

Carrier gas velocity, ug = 
nozzleofareas/c

rateflowGas
 

Reynolds Number,





gppg uv
Re   

Drag coefficient, CD  = )Re15.01(
Re

24 687.0   

Acceleration (a) of the particle due to drag force experienced from carrier gas: 

g
D4

)vuRe(C3
a

2

pp

pgD





  

Velocity (vp) of the particle due to drag force experienced from carrier gas: 

as2vp   

where uP = initial velocity of particle = 0.0 m/s, s = distance travelled by powder particle, and    

= standoff distance / cos (nozzle angle) 

 

The interaction time is estimated as the ratio of (stand-off distance / Vp). 
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Portion in the code: 

Following portion of the code includes calculations of nozzle angle in radians, 

calculation of gas velocity, Reynolds number, drag coefficient, Powder particle acceleration, 

powder particle velocity, and powder particle and laser beam interaction time.  

 

c-----Particle velocity calculations ----------- 

      if (indxsys.eq.1) then 

         thetanz=thetanz*pi/180.0 

         gasvel=((1000*gasfl/(4*60.0))/(pi*(dianzl/2.0)**2))  

         reynumb=(gasrho*gasvel*diapwd)/gasvisc 

         drgcoef=(24.0/reynumb)*(1.0+0.15*(reynumb**(0.687))) 

         pwdacc=(3.0*gasvisc*drgcoef*reynumb*gasvel/ 

     $          (4.0*denpwd*(diapwd**2)))+g 

         pwdvel=sqrt(2.0*pwdacc*stddist/(cos(thetanz))) 

         timint=ftlen/pwdvel 

      endif 

 

General Calculations 

c -----Calculation of square of beam radius and radius of powder particle       

  rb2=rlaser**2.0  !Calcularion of square of laser beam radius 

       rpwd=diapwd/2.0   !Calculation of material particle radius 

        

 

c-----calculations for laser power interrupted and absorbed by powder particles during  

travel from nozzle to substrate    

c-----fracheat is the fraction of laser power absorbed by powder particles              

   

Knowinng interaction time between laser beam and powder particle, fraction of total 

laser power absorbed by the mass of material powder delivered per unit time. The calculations 

go as follows  

Laser power absorbed by single particle:   2

2mP rpwd2
rb

P
etamatQ 




 

  QP = Laser power absorbed by one powder particle 

  etamat = laser absorption coefficient of powder particles 

  P = Laser Power;  P/(π×rb2) = Power density 

 rb = laser beam radius;  rpwd = radius of powder particle 

2.0× π×(rpwd)2 = Surface area of powder particle exposed to laser power (surface 

area of hemisphere, assuming powders are perfectly spherical) 

Volume of a powder particle assuming particle is completely spherical: 

  3

P )rpwd()3/4(VOL   
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Temperature rise of a powder particle   

PPP

P

CPDENVOL

Time.IntQ
T




  

  ΔT = Temperature rise of a powder particle during flight (interaction time) 

  Int.Time = Beam-particle interaction time 

  VOLP = Volume of a powder particle 

  DENP = Density of powder material 

  CPP =  Sp. Heat of powder material  

Amount of laser energy absorbed by powder material mass delivered at unit time: 

  mCPTQ PTTLFL    

 QTTLFL: Amount of laser power absorbed by delivered material during flight 

m = material flow/delivery rate 

Fraction of laser power absorbed by material 

  
P

Q
fracheat TTLFL  

fracheat = fraction of laser power absorbed by the particles in-flight. 

 

These calculation are needed only for coaxial system and value for ‘fractheat’ is 0.0 for powder 

bed system 

 

Portion in the code: 

select case(indxsys) 

case(1)  !Case for coaxial powder feeding 

pwpowder=etamat*((pwlaser*0.239)/(pi*rb2))*(2.0*pi*(rpwd**2.0)) 

volpart=(4.0/3.0)*pi*(rpwd**3.0) 

deltemp=(pwpowder*timint)/(volpart*denpwd*cppwd) 

enthpow=pmflr*cppwd*deltemp 

fracheat=enthpow/(pwlaser*0.239) 

        

case(2)  !Case for powderbed 

fracheat=0.0        

end select 
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c-----Selection of either direct heat input to particles or on surface 

This entry converts laser power input from Watts to Calories/s and stores that values to 

appropriate variable. The value of laser power is stored in pwvol or pwsurf depending on how is 

the heat sources defined volumetric or surface heat source, as shown in the portion of the code 

below 

 

select case(ihtindx)   

case (1) 

  pwvol=pwlaser*0.239 

case (2) 

  pwsurf=etamat*pwlaser*0.239 

end select       

  

 

3. Entry heatinp 

 Entry ‘heatinp’ is called in every time step. This entry calculates details required for 

defining heat input in the program. To simulate deposition of a layer in every time step x-

location of beam axis is calculated based on time step and scanning velocity in subroutine 

‘user’. The i-index corresponding to this current location of the laser beam axis is estimated in 

the entry ‘heatinp’. 

 

Portion in the code: 

 do 5 i=ils,ile 

    if (xloc.le.x(i)) exit 

         iout=i 

5 continue 

 if (abs(xloc-x(iout+1)).lt.abs(xloc-x(iout))) iout=iout+1 

 istart=iout  

 

The radial distance of every grid point from the current axis location is calculated. 

c-----Calculation of Radial distance 

      do 10 i=1,ni 

    xdist=xloc-x(i) 

    do 10 j=1,nj 

       distr(i,j)=sqrt(xdist**2+y(j)**2) 

10 continue 
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Calculation of heat input at grid points and storing in an heat input array for further use: 

 Heat input to the solution domain can be defined by two types of heat sources volumetric 

heat source or surface heat flux. The index ‘ihtindx’ (ihtindx = 1 : volumetric , 2 : surface flux) 

describes which type of heat source should be considered. These two conditions are checked by 

case structure.  

 

Case 1: Heat input as volumetric heat source: 

Total amount of laser energy absorbed by the material = laser energy absorbed by the material 

during travel (if it is a coaxial system) + laser energy absorbed by the material on the substrate. 

Fraction of laser energy absorbed during flight = fracheat (fractheat = 0.0, for powder bed 

system) 

Fraction of laser power available at the substrate after a fraction of it is absorbed by the powder 

particles in-flight = (1.0 – fracheat) 

 

Fraction of laser energy absorbed by delivered material at substrate  

  = (1.0 – fracheat)×etalyr 

etalyr : variable defining laser absorption coefficient of material in powder bed configuration 

Total amount of laser power absorbed by the material (Qabs) : 

P)etalyr)fracheat0.1(fracheat(Qabs   

The value of etalyr is high if the delivered material is still in the powdered form and not 

undergone melting to form a continuous surface. For alloy SS316, etalyr is 0.7 for the material 

delivered at the substrate if the same is still in the powder form. As soon as the powder material 

melts and fuses to form a continuous surface, the value of etalyr drops down to 0.28. (ref: 

Gusarov and Kruth, IJHMT, 2005). The condition for melting is confirmed by comparing peak 

temperature with the liquidus temperature of the deposit material. 

This amount of laser power is assumed to be equally distributed through the layer 

thickness, as each particle is assumed to absorb same amount of laser power during its flight. 

During growth of a layer, each level within a layer will experience and absorb the same fraction 

of energy from the remainder laser power.  
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Hence, the amount of laser power absorbed per unit volume (variable in code : 

peakhinv) is given by 

  
)trb(

P
)eatlyr)fractheat0.1(fracheat(peakhinv

2 
  

  peakhinv = Laser power absorbed per unit volume 

rb = laser beam radius 

t = layer thickness 

The distribution of this laser energy in set of grids under laser beam is calculated based on laser 

intensity distribution pattern. Two intensity distribution patterns are considered 1) Gaussian 

Distribution (Distribution factor is prescribed from input.txt) and 2) Uniform Intensity 

Distribution. 

 

For Gaussian intensity distribution the heat input at every grid is calculated as shown below: 

 






 





2

b

22

2

b r

)yx(d
expetalyr)fracheat1(fracheat

tr

dP
)k,j,i(heatinv  

Calculated values of heat input are stored in the array ‘heatinv(i,j,k)’ 

Heat input is applied to the grids whose radial distance is less than or equal to the 

distance equal to the multiplier (~1.2 to 1.5, given through input.txt) of the laser beam radius 

and for those are outside this distance heat input is 0.0 

 

For Uniform intensity distribution, the heat input at every grid is calculated as shown below: 

)trb(

P
)etalyr)fracheat0.1(fracheat()k,j,i(heatinv

2 
  

Heat input is applied to the grids whose radial distance is less than or equal to the 

distance equal to the laser beam radius and for those are outside this distance heat input is 0.0 

 As laser beam location changes from one to next position in every step the number of 

grid points getting heat input changes with very small number which creates inconsistency in the 

heat input hence after calculation of heat input summation of heat input to individual grid is 

compared with total heat input estimated and is multiplied with a factor to make heat input 

consistent in every time step. This factor can be less than 1.0 or 1.0 or greater than 1.0, 

depending on ratio of actual supplied power and integrated power). 

  The summation of heat inputs at all grid points is stored in variable ‘heatinvt’ 
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Portion in the code following this algorithm: 

 case (1) 

   heatinvt=0.0 

        heatinv(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk)=0.0 

        tmp2=fracheat 

        tmp3=(1.0-fracheat)*etalyr 

        tpeakloc=maxval(t(1:ni,1,1:kle))       

c        if (tpeakloc.ge.tsolid(3)) tmp3=(1.0-fracheat)*etamat 

        if ((tpeakloc.gt.tliquid(3)).and.(alen.gt.small)) 

     $      tmp3=(1.0-fracheat)*etamat 

        pwinp=pwvol*(tmp2+tmp3) 

        peakhinv=pwinp/(pi*rb2*thlyr)      

        do 15 k=kls,kle-1 

         do 15 j=2,jle 

          do 15 i=ils,ile 

      if (distr(i,j).gt.(extrlas*rlaser)) cycle           

c-----Exponential Distribution 

            if (disfact.gt.small) then 

        tmp1=exp(-disfact*((distr(i,j)**2)/rb2)) 

             heatinv(i,j,k)=peakhinv*disfact*tmp1 

             heatinvt=heatinvt+(heatinv(i,j,k)*vols(i,j,k)) 

            else 

c------Uniform Distribution  

            if (distr(i,j).le.rlaser) then        

             heatinv(i,j,k)=peakhinv 

             heatinvt=heatinvt+(heatinv(i,j,k)*vols(i,j,k)) 

            endif 

           endif   

15      continue 

 

c------adjusting powder density to equalize net available power 
        if (abs((pwinp*0.5)-heatinvt).gt.small) then 

           fac=(pwinp*0.5)/heatinvt 

           heatinvt=0.0 

           do 20 k=kls,kle-1 

            do 20 j=2,jle 

             do 20 i=ils,ile            

                heatinv(i,j,k)=fac*heatinv(i,j,k) 

                heatinvt=heatinvt+(heatinv(i,j,k)*vols(i,j,k)) 

20         continue 

        Endif 

 

Case 1: Heat input as Surface heat flux: 

Total amount of laser power absorbed by the material (Qabs) : 

PetamatQabs   

For Gaussian intensity distribution the heat input at every grid is calculated as shown below: 







 






2

b

22

2

b r

)yx(d
exp

r

dPetalyr
)kle,j,i(heatins  

Calculated values of heat input are stored in the array ‘heatins(i,j,k)’ 
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Heat input is applied to the grids whose radial distance is less than or equal to the 

distance equal to the multiplier (~1.2 to 1.5, given through input.txt) of the laser beam radius 

and for those are outside this distance heat input is 0.0 

 

For Uniform intensity distribution, the heat input at every grid is calculated as shown below: 

2

br

Petalyr
)kle,j,i(heatins




  

Heat input is applied to the grids whose radial distance is less than or equal to the 

distance equal to the laser beam radius and for those are outside this distance heat input is 0.0. 

The summation of heat inputs at all grid points is stored in variable ‘heatinst’. 

 

 case (2) 

        heatins(1:ni,1:nj)=0.0  

        peakhins=pwsurf/(pi*rb2)     

c-----Surface heat source  

        do 25 i=ils,ile 

         do 25 j=2,jle 

         if (distr(i,j).gt.(extrlas*rlaser)) cycle        

c-----Exponential Distribution 

      if (disfact.gt.small) then 

      tmp1=exp(-disfact*(distr(i,j)**2)/rb2) 

       heatins(i,j)=disfact*peakhins*tmp1 

            heatinst=heatinst+(heatins(i,j)*areaij(i,j)) 

           else 

c------Uniform Distribution         

       heatins(i,j)=peakhins 

            heatinst=heatinst+(heatins(i,j)*areaij(i,j)) 

           endif 

25      continue 

 

4. Entry Poweroff: 

 During simulation, entry ‘Poweroff’ is called at the end of simulation of every layer just 

before simulation time step corresponding to the ‘idle time step’. ‘Ideal time step’ 

corresponding to the time duration between end of one layer and beginning of next layer, during 

which material feeding and laser energy input the system is stopped. Hence in entry ‘Poweroff’ 

all the arrays and variables related to heat input to the system like ‘heatins(1:ni, 1:nj), 

heatinv(1:ni, 1:nj, 1:nk), heatinst, heatinvt, heatintot, accul’ having definite values during 

deposition time steps are assigned value zero. This ensures no heat input is provided to the 

system during idle time. 
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Portion in the code for entry ‘Poweroff’ 

 entry PowerOff 

 heatins(1:ni,1:nj)=0.0 

 heatinv(1:ni,1:nj,1:kle)=0.0 

      heatinst=0.0 

      heatinvt=0.0 

 heatintot=0.0 

 accul=0.0 

 return 

 

List of Variables: 

Group Definition Variables 

Entry initvar   

counters 

x-location of laser beam axis at the beginning of the 

simulation. 
xstart0 

x-location of laser beam axis calculated at the 

beginning of every time step 
xstart 

Time increment, Total time counter delt, tmcount 

Index for material delivery system (1: coaxial , 2: 

powder bed) 
indxsys 

Index for heat source definition (1: volumetric heat 

source, 2 : surface heat flux) 
ihtindx 

Heat Input 

Calculations 

Power absorbed by single powder particle pwpowder 

Volume of powder particle volpart 

Temperature rise deltemp 

Laser power absorbed by material mass delivered per 

unit time 
enthpow 

Fractional laser energy absorbed in-flight flight fracheat 

Initialization 

of other 

variables 

Array storing specific heat at grid points cp(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing density at grid points dens(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing viscosity at grid points vis(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Ratio of areas of control volume faces perpendicular to 

x-direction to the coefficient  
dux(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Ratio of areas of control volume faces perpendicular to 

y-direction to the coefficient 
dvy(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Ratio of areas of control volume faces perpendicular to 

z-direction to the coefficient 
dwz(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing k/cp ratio at grid points diff(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing computed liquid fraction at grid points fracl(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing initial liquid fraction at grid points fraclnot(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 
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Array storing computed enthalpy at grid points h(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing initial enthalpy at grid points hnot1(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing heat input at grid points for defined 

volumetric heat source 
heatinv(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing heat input at grid points for defined 

surface heat source 
heatins(1:ni,1:nj) 

Array storing index to indicating molten and unmolten 

region 

imelt(1:ni,1:nj,1:klayer

(1)) 

 lsstep(1:nlayer) 

Array storing pressure at grid points p(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing pressure correction pp(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing constant source term su(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing source term dependent on field variable sp(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing calculated temperatures t(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing thermal conductivity at grid points thcond(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing initial temperatures at grid points tnot(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing computed u-velocity u(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing initial u-velocity unot(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing v-velocity v(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing initial v-velocity vnot(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing w-velocity w(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing initial w-velocity wnot(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk) 

Array storing cooling rate at predefined locations gandr(1:nmon*nlayer) 

Array storing thermal gradient at predefined locations thgrad(1:nmon*nlayer) 

Array storing ratio of thermal gradient to solidification 

rate at predefined location 
gbyr(1:nmon*nlayer) 

Meltpool length, depth, width alen, depth, width 

Dimensionless numbers: Bond number, Capillary 

number, Grashoff number, Laplace number, Marangoni 

number, Peclet number, Prandlt number, Reynolds 

number,  

bond, cand, grnd, 

aland, amand,  pend, 

prnd, rend,  

Peclet number based on maximum velocity  pemax 

Non-dimensional temperature tempnd 

Counter incrementing with change of row while 

writing thermal cycle 
nttcycle 

Maximum u-velocity, v-velocity, w-velocity umax, vmax, wmax 
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Geometry 

Laser beam radius, Square of laser beam radius rlaser, rb2 

x-location of laser beam axis in current time step xloc 

i-index of laser beam axis in current time step istart 

Difference between x-coordinate of any grid point and 

x-coordinate of laser beam axis (xloc)  
xdist 

Array storing y-coordinate of grid points y(j) 

Array storing radial distance of grid points from 

current laser beam axis 
distr(i,j) 

Heat input 

Total heat input through surface heat flux heatinst 

Total heat input through volumetric heat source heatinvt 

Volumetric heat input heatinv(i,j,k) 

Surface heat flux heatins(i,j) 

Peak heat flux and peak volumetric heat input peakhins, peakhinv 
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Subroutine Geom (File : geom.for) 

1. Overview: 

Subroutine ‘geom’ generates grids as per the domain dimensions and the values of the other 

geometry discretization parameters. It calculates surface area and volume for the cell volumes in 

which geometry is discretised. It also calculates interpolation distances and the coordinates of 

the monitoring locations. 

2. Geometry: 

 Geometry consists of a wall structure deposited on the substrate. It is assumed that the wall is 

deposited at the mid-length of the substrate and length of wall is parallel to the width of the 

substrate. The length of deposit is aligned along x-direction, width is aligned along y-direction 

and thickness is along z-direction. The discretization of geometry along every direction is 

explained below. 

3. Discretization:  

This involves formation of control volumes (cells) as per geometry parameters, calculation of 

location of walls of the volumes and the coordinates of the grid located at the centre of each cell. 

The present code uses a non-uniform grid. 

Construction of x-direction grid: (X-direction: Along length of layer / Along width of 

substrate)  

Fig. 1 Solution domain 
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A layer length is placed centrally along the width of the substrate. Layer length is smaller 

than the substrate width. Hence there is extra space left beyond the length of the layer over 

substrate over either side of the substrate as shown in Figure 1. The complete length is divided 

into three regions two regions with coarse grids and one central region corresponding to layer 

length with finer grids as shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Dividing solution domain in three zones in x-direction 

As shown in Figure 2. The solution domain is divided into 3 zones in x-direction. First 

and last zone contains coarser grids whereas central region has finer grids. Each zone is divided 

into number of control volumes as given by array ‘ncvx (i)’. The size of control volumes is non-

uniform. At first the x-location points for u-velocity (Control volume wall) are recognized 

(shown as arrows in the Figure 3) and stored in array ‘xu(i)’ and then the location of grid points 

for scalar field variables like temperature and pressure are estimated and stored in array ‘x(i)’ 

(shown as solid black circles in Figure 3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Non-uniform grid along x direction 
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Following is the algorithm to compute the xu(i) and x(i) values: 

The grids are numbered from left to right. The first and the second u-velocity location in the first 

zone is 0.0 making thickness of first control volume zero. Then at each zone, the non-uniform 

grid is calculated using following formula: 

xu(i) = xzone(j) × [(1/ncvx (j)) ^ powrx(j)]     for powrx(j) > 0  

or  

xu(i) = xzone(j) × [1-(1-1/(ncvx (j)) ^ - powrx(j)]     for powrx(j) > 0 

xu(i) : u velocity location,  

xzone(j): Length of zone j 

ncvx(j): Number of control volumes in zone j 

powrx(j): it is exponent to divide zone j into ncvx(j) number of control volumes   

For +ve exponent grids are finer near the left boundary and becomes progressively coarser 

towards right and reverse is the case for the –ve exponent.  

After calculation of the u velocity points, the scalar locations (temperature & pressure 

calculation points) are calculated. The scalar grid pints are set at the mid-points of the two 

consecutive vector locations (u-velocity locations) and calculated as 

 
2

)1i(xu)i(xu
)i(x


  

Grid is centrally placed between two walls of a control volume but control volume wall is not 

necessarily placed centrally between two grid points in non-uniform grids.  

Calculation of interpolation functions in x-direction [fracx(i)]: These are calculated using 

following expression 

 
)i(x)1i(x

)1i(xu)1i(x
)i(fracx




  

These interpolation functions are used for interpolation of the various quantities at interfaces of 

the control volumes.  
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4. Implementation: 

Calculation of the non-uniform grid: 

 

Fig. 3 Calculation of the grids for first zone 

Part in the code: 

c-----generate x-direction grid 

 ist=2 

 ni=2 

 statLoc=0.0  !Corresponds to the left postion of a given zone 

 xu(1:2)=0.0  !Alloating 1st and 2nd u-velocity location = 0.0 

 do 5 i=1,nzx !Loop running from zone no. 1 to zone no. nzx 

    ni=ni+ncvx(i) !Number of end grid of a given zone 

do 10 j=1,ncvx(i) !Loop running from 1 to no. of control volumes in a 

zone 

       if (powrx(i).ge.0.0) then 

          term=(real(j)/real(ncvx(i)))**powrx(i) 

       else 

          term=1.0-(1.0-real(j)/real(ncvx(i)))**(-powrx(i)) 

       endif 

       xu(j+ist)=statloc+(xzone(i)*term) !Calculation of next u  

location based on index 

10    continue 

    ist=ist+ncvx(i)  !Updating ist location 

    statLoc=statLoc+xzone(i) !Updating start location for next zone 

5 continue 

 nim1=ni-1 

 do 15 i=1,nim1 

    x(i)=(xu(i+1)+xu(i))*0.5 !Calculation of scalar grid points 

15    continue 

 x(ni)=xu(ni)  !At right boundary u-location point and  

scalar grid point is same. It is also termed  

as half grid. 

c-----grid generation along x-direction is over 
c-----Calculation of interpolation functions for x-grid 

 do 95 i=1,nim1 

    fracx(i)=(x(i+1)-xu(i+1))/(x(i+1)-x(i)) 

95 continue 
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Construction of y-direction grid: (Y-direction: Along width of layer / Along length of 

substrate)  

In y-direction, domain is divided in 3 zones. Length of 1st zone is equal to the expected 

maximum track half-width (~ 1.5 to 2 times laser beam radius). Next two zone corresponds to 

either gas or gas and material powder mixture depending on whether its coaxial system or 

powder-bed system. 

The y-direction grids are formation is slightly different than that in x-direction. There are two 

loops in the algorithm one running from 1 to total number of y-zones and the inside loop runs 

from 1 to number of control volumes in each y-zone. The numbering of v-velocity locations of 

individual y-zone always starts with 1 with the first and second v-velocity location is assigned 

value 0.0. v-velocity location are stored in array ‘yv()’. Based on v-velocity locations, scalar y-

grid locations are computed following logic similar to formation of x-girds and stored in 

temporary array ‘ytemp()’ array. The actual values of the scalar y-grids are calculated from 

values in ‘ytemp()’ array and stored in the ‘y()’ array. The algorithm is divided into two parts. 

First is followed if grids are formed for first y-zone and other algorithm is followed for the y-

zone other than 1st y-zone.  

Part in the code: 

c-----generate y-direction grids 

 

      do 20 i = 1,nzy  !Loop running from zone no. 1 to zone no. nzy 

         ist=2 

    yv(1:2)=0.0     !Asigning 1st and 2nd v-velocity location 0.0       

         nj=ist+ncvy(i)  !Grid no. at the end of a particular zone 

    do 25 j=1,ncvy(i) !Loop runing from 1 to no. of control volumes  

in a zone 

       if (powry(i).ge.0.0) then 

          term=(real(j)/real(ncvy(i)))**powry(i) 

       else 

          term=1.0-(1.0-real(j)/real(ncvy(i)))**(-powry(i)) 

       endif 

       yv(j+ist)=(yzone(i)*term) !Calulating location of v-velocity  

grid based on the index 

25    continue 

c-----calculate temporary y-grids 

         do 30 j=1,nj-1 

ytemp(j)=(yv(j+1)+yv(j))*0.5 !Storing location of scalar grids 

in temporary array 

30       continue 

ytemp(nj)=yv(nj) !Alloating location of last scalar 

grid same as correspoding v-

velocity grid    
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Case 1: Grid formation for 1st y-zone: 

The grid locations stored in the ‘ytemp()’ array is directly assigned to the same main scalar grid 

array ‘y()’. 

Part in the code: 

   if (i.eq.1) then                         !for yzone(1) 

      do 35 j=1,nj 

         y(j)=ytemp(j)  !Assigning scalar grid values from 

temporary scalar grid array for 1st  

y-zone 

35    continue 

    Endif 

 

Case 2: 2nd y-zone onwards: 

 2nd zone onward a different algorithm is followed to store the values of the location of 

the scalar grids is followed. Since all v-velocity location are indexed from 1 to no of zones in the 

corresponding y-zone and similarly y-coordinate starts with 0.0. The calculated y-distance needs 

to be added to the y-coordinate of the y-coordinate of outer most grid location of the previous y-

zone (ybegin) to get actual value of the y-coordinate of the grid in the zone under consideration 

and stored in ‘y()’ array.  The j-index is added to the j-index of the outer most grid of the 

previous zone (jslimit).  

After calculating and positioning y-coordinates for scalar grid in correct j-index location 

in ‘y()’ array, the v-velocity locations ‘yv()’ are recalculated as follows 

    yv(j)=(y(j+1)+y(j))*0.5 !Calculation of v-velocity locations 

Hence the for y-grid v-velocity locations are equally placed from two grid. Since each zone has 

a grid at the first v-velocity location it makes one half grid at the end of each y-zone. 
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Part in the code: 

c------Algorithm for grid location caulations for yzones > 1 

         if (i.gt.1) then                         !for yzone(2) onwards 

            jslimit=sum(ncvy(1:i-1))+(i+1) !Calculating j-index for  

the v-velocity at the start  

of a zone 

            jelimit=sum(ncvy(1:i))+(i+1)  !Calculating j-index for  

the v-velocity at the end  

of a zone 

            ybegin=sum(yzone(1:(i-1)))  !Y-coordinate at the  

beginning of a zone 

 

 

            do 40 j=jslimit,jelimit 

               y(j)=ybegin+ytemp(j-(jslimit-ist)) 

40          continue 

         endif                   

 

20    continue  

c-----re-calculate the cell walls (yv's) 

      nj=2+sum(ncvy(1:nzy))+(nzy-1) 

      njm1=nj-1 

      do 45 i=3,nj-1 

    yv(i)=(y(i)+y(i-1))*0.5 

45    continue 

 yv(nj)=y(nj) 

 

c-----grid generation along y-direction is over 

 

Construction of z-direction grid: (Z-direction: Along width of layer / Along length of 

substrate)  

In z-direction, domain is divided into number of zones equal to the total number of layers 

plus two corresponding to substrate. Substrate is divided into two zones, bottom zone with 

coarser grids and top one whose thickness is equal to thickness of a layer and the number of 

control volume in along the thickness of the substrate in the top zone of the substrate equal to 

the number of the control volume in the layer along the thickness of the layer. 

The z-direction grids are formed following grid formation algorithm similar to that for y-

direction. The grid numbering is started from the bottom surface which is also the bottom 

surface of the substrate. To create half grid at the top of the every z-zone logic similar to y-grid 

formation is followed. This includes calculating local w-velocity locations. Storing local z-grid 

locations in temporary array ‘ztemp()’, calculation of actual y-grids and storing it in ‘z()’ array 

and recalculation of w-velocity locations and storing ‘zw()’ array. 
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Part in the code: 

c----- 

      nzz=nlayer+2            !Calculating total number of zones in the z- 

 direction = no. of layers + 2 (divisions in  

 the substarte) 

      zzone(1)=thsub-thlyr    !storing length of the bottom segment of  

 substrate with coarse grid 

      zzone(2:nzz)=thlyr      !Storing length of the layers and top segment  

 of substrate with fine grid 

      ncvz(1)=ncvsub          !Storing no. of cv's in substrate with coarse  

 grid 

      ncvz(2:nzz)=ncvlyr      !no. of cv's in layers and top segment of  

substrate 

      powrz(1)=powrzsub        !exponent for substrate with coarse grid 

      powrz(2:nzz)=powrzlyr    !exponent for layers and top segnemt of 

substrate 

            

c-----generate z-direction grids 

      do 50 i = 1,nzz 

         ist=2 

    zw(1:2)=0.0  

    nk=ist+ncvz(i) 

    do 55 j=1,ncvz(i) 

       if (powrz(i).ge.0.0) then 

          term=(real(j)/real(ncvz(i)))**powrz(i) 

       else 

          term=1.0-(1.0-real(j)/real(ncvz(i)))**(-powrz(i)) 

       endif 

       zw(j+ist)=(zzone(i)*term) 

55    continue 

c-----calculate temporary z-grids 

         do 60 k=1,nk-1 

       ztemp(k)=(zw(k+1)+zw(k))*0.5 

60       continue 

    ztemp(nk)=zw(nk) 

         if (i.eq.1) then                          !for zzone(1) 

            do 65 k=1,nk 

               z(k)=ztemp(k) 

65          continue 

         endif          

         if (i.gt.1) then                         !for zzone(2) onwards 

            kslimit=ncvsub+(ncvlyr*(i-2))+(i+1) 

            kelimit=ncvsub+(ncvlyr*(i-1))+(i+1) 

            zbegin=sum(zzone(1:(i-1))) 

            klayer(i-1)=kelimit        !setting index of substrate top, and 

                                              !bottom and top of each layer 

            do 70 k=kslimit,kelimit 

               z(k)=zbegin+ztemp(k-(kslimit-ist)) 

70          continue 

         endif                   

50    continue 

c-----re-calculate the cell walls (zw's) 

      nk=2+ncvsub+(ncvlyr*(nlayer+1))+(nlayer+1) 

      nkm1=nk-1 

      do 75 i=3,nk-1 

    zw(i)=(z(i)+z(i-1))*0.5 

75    continue 

 zw(nk)=z(nk) 
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Following figure schematically represents the grid arrangement in z-drection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Calculation of volume and the area of the surfaces of the control volumes 

After calculation of velocity grid locations and the scalar grid locations, the volumes and the 

areas of the faces of the control volumes are also calculated here. The total domain is divided 

into ni × nj × nk number of control volumes. The part of the code calculating their volumes and 

the areas of their faces is as follows: 

c Calculation of the volumes 

 do 110 k=2,nkm1 

  do 110 j=2,njm1 

   do 110 i=2,nim1 

    vols(i,j,k)=(xu(i+1)-xu(i))*(yv(j+1)-yv(j))*(zw(k+1)-zw(k)) 

    volu(i,j,k)=(x(i)-x(i-1))*(yv(j+1)-yv(j))*(zw(k+1)-zw(k)) 

    volv(i,j,k)=(xu(i+1)-xu(i))*(y(j)-y(j-1))*(zw(k+1)-zw(k)) 

    volw(i,j,k)=(xu(i+1)-xu(i))*(yv(j+1)-yv(j))*(z(k)-z(k-1)) 

110   continue 

c areas of i-j surfaces 

 do 115 j=2,njm1 

    do 120 i=2,nim1 

       areaij(i,j)=(xu(i+1)-xu(i))*(yv(j+1)-yv(j)) 

       areauij(i,j)=(x(i)-x(i-1))*(yv(j+1)-yv(j)) 

       areavij(i,j)=(xu(i+1)-xu(i))*(y(j)-y(j-1)) 

120    continue 

115   continue 

c areas of i-k surfaces 

 do 125 k=2,nkm1 

    do 130 i=2,nim1 

       areaik(i,k)=(xu(i+1)-xu(i))*(zw(k+1)-zw(k)) 

       areawik(i,k)=(xu(i+1)-xu(i))*(z(k)-z(k-1)) 

       areauik(i,k)=(x(i)-x(i-1))*(zw(k+1)-zw(k)) 

130      continue 

125   continue 
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c areas of k-j surfaces 

 do 135 k=2,nkm1 

    do 140 j=2,njm1 

       areajk(j,k)=(yv(j+1)-yv(j))*(zw(k+1)-zw(k)) 

       areavjk(j,k)=(y(j)-y(j-1))*(zw(k+1)-zw(k)) 

       areawjk(j,k)=(yv(j+1)-yv(j))*(z(k)-z(k-1)) 

140      continue 

135   continue 

 

6. i, j and k – indices to locate layer boundaries: 

Then the i- , j- and k-indices of the boundary of the layer being deposited are estimated. 

 i-indices (x-direction indices): 

i-indices corresponding to start and the end of all the layers are same and are referred as ils and 

ile respectively. Following is the portion of the code searching ils and ile: 

c-----identify i-index of deposit start location 

      do 150 i=2,nim1 

    if (xwalls.le.x(i)) exit !xwalls = xzone(1) 

    iout=i 

150   continue 

 if (abs(xwalls-x(iout+1)).lt.abs(xwalls-x(iout))) iout=iout+1 

 ils=iout 

c-----identify i-index of deposit end location 

      do 155 i=2,nim1 

    if (xwalle.le.x(i)) exit !xwalls = xzone(1)+xzone(2), 

 xzone(2)= layer length 

    iout=i 

155   continue 

 if (abs(xwalle-x(iout+1)).lt.abs(xwalle-x(iout))) iout=iout+1 

 ile=iout 

 

j-indices (y-direction indices): 

Since analysis is done over half domain, in the y-direction layer start boundary is located at the 

plane of symmetry and the j-index corresponding to the start of layer is 1. The j-index 

corresponding to the end boundary is jle. Following is the portion of code searching jle: 

c-----identify j-index of deposit end location 

      do 160 j=2,njm1 

    if (ywalle.le.y(j)) exit   !ywalle = yzone(1) 

    jout=j 

160   continue 

 if (abs(ywalle-y(jout+1)).lt.abs(ywalle-y(jout))) jout=jout+1 

 jle=jout 
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k-indices (z-direction indices): 

 k-indices corresponding to bottom and top boundary of the layer being deposited are kls and 

kle. Hence kls and kle values change with deposition of every new layer. These values are 

updated using values of k-indices stored in array klayer().  

kls = klayer(i) 

kle = klayer(i+1) 

klayer() stores the k-index of the bottom of each layer. Hence during deposition of ith layer kls is 

k-index of bottom of ith layer and kle is k-index of (i+1)th layer.  

7. Monitoring Locations: 

Thermal cycle are monitored during the process at predefined locations within each layer. There 

are the monitoring locations for which i, j and k indices are stored in the ‘geom’ subroutine. The 

number of monitoring location in each layer is given through variable ‘nmon’. i-indices for these 

monitoring locations are stored in array ‘imon(1:nmon)’. All the monitoring locations are 

situated at the symmetry plane, hence j-index for all monitoring locations is defined by jmon = 

1. k-indices of the monitoring locations are stored in array kmon(). 

 

Part in code storing monitoring location 

c-----Setting the (i,j,k) of monitoring locations per layer 

      nmonshift=nshift/nmon    !nmon-> no. of monitoring location in  

input.txt 

      do 200 j=1,nmon-1 

         xmon=xstart+(2.0*rlaser*fshift)*(nmonshift*j) 

         do 205 i=ils,ile 

       if (xmon.le.x(i)) go to 210 

       iout=i 

205      continue 

210    if (abs(xmon-x(iout+1)).lt.abs(xmon-x(iout))) iout=iout+1 

    imon(j)=iout 

200   continue     

 jmon=2  

      do 215 k=1,nlayer 

c    kmon(k)=(klayer(k)+klayer(k+1))/2 

    kmon(k)=klayer(k+1) 

215   continue 

      nmon=nmon-1 

 return 

 end 
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8. List of variables 

Group Definition 
Variable name in the 

program 

Grids 

Array storing x-, y- and z-scalar grids x(ni), y(nj), z(nk) 

Array storing u-velocity grids xu(i, i =1,ni) 

Array storing v-velocity grids yv(i, i =1,ni) 

Array storing w-velcity grids zw(i, i =1,ni) 

Array storing local y-scalar grids ytemp(i, i =1,ni) 

Array storing local z-scalar grids ztepm(i, i =1,ni) 

Total number of grids in x-direction ni 

Total number of grids in y-direction nj 

Total number of grids in z-direction nk 

Deposit 

boundary 

i-index for layer start ils 

i-index for layer end ile 

j-index for layer end jle 

k-index for bottom surface of the layer being 

deposited 
kls 

k-index for top surface of the layer being 

deposited 
kle 

Array storing k-indices of the 

bottom surface of each layer 

 

 

  

klayer(i, i=1,nlayer) 

Other 

geometrical 

entities 

Interpolation functions 

dxpwinv(i,i=1,ni) 

dypsinv(i,i=1,nj) 

dzpbinv(i,i=1,nk) 

fracx(i,i =1,ni-1) 

fracy(i,i =1,nj-1) 

fracz(i,i =1,nk-1) 

Volumes around scalar grid 

vols(i,j,k) 

i=1,ni-1 

j=1,nj-1 

k=1,nk-1 

Volumes around u-velocity grids 

 

volu(i,j,k) 

i=1,ni-1 

j=1,nj-1 

k=1,nk-1 

Volumes around u-velocity grids 

 

volv(i,j,k) 

i=1,ni-1 

j=1,nj-1 

k=1,nk-1 

Volumes around u-velocity grids 

 

volw(i,j,k) 

i=1,ni-1 

j=1,nj-1 

k=1,nk-1 

Areas of faces of control volumes 
areaij(i,j) 

areaik(i,k) 
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areajk(j,k) 

i=1,ni-1 

j=1,nj-1 

k=1,nk-1 

Monitoring 

locations 

No. of monitoring locations in each layer nmon 

Array storing i-indices and k-indices of the 

monitoring locations 
imon(nmon), kmon(nlayer) 

j-index of monitoring loacation jmon=1 
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Subroutine propertyC (file: property.for) 

1. Overview: 

This subroutine assigns the constant material properties and the coefficients required for 

updating temperature dependent thermophysical properties in the subroutine ‘propertyT’ 

corresponding to the material system prescribed through input.txt.   

File propertyC.for contains two subroutines ‘propertyC’ and ‘MaterC’. The subroutine 

‘propertyC’ reads material indices for the substrate, the surrounding gas and the deposit 

material. Following is the algorithm for the code: 

Subroutine propertyC: 

For substrate material index is ‘isubmat’ this values is assigned to variable ‘indxprop’. There is 

one more variable ‘imat’. Depending of the region in the solution domain it takes the value 1, 2 

or 3 for substrate, surrounding and the deposit respectively. After reading ‘indxprop’ and ‘imat’ 

subroutine ‘MaterC’ is called.  

Portion in the code following this algorithm: 

c---assign property for substrate 

  

 indxprop=isubmat 

 imat=1 

 call MaterC 

 

c---assign property for surrounding gas 

 

 indxprop=isrnd 

 imat=2 

 call MaterC 

 

c---assign property for powder materials to be deposites 

 

      indxprop=idepmat 

      imat=3 

      call MaterC 

 

Subroutine MaterC: 

This subroutine contains ‘case’ structure for selecting material properties for the given material 

indicated by variable ‘indxprop’. After selecting the case with value equal to ‘indxprop’, the 

material properties are read and these value are assigned in the corresponding material property 

array at position ‘imat’ 
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Portion in the code following given algorithm: 

      select case(indxprop) 

       

       case(1)                   !SS316 

        beta(imat)=1.95e-5       !Thermal expansion of alloy (/K) 

        tsolid(imat)=1693.0      !Solidus Temperature (K) 

        tliquid(imat)=1733.0     !Liquidus Temperature (K)         

        cpc(imat,1)=0.1104       !Coeff to compute Cp as f(T) for <=  

   tsolid) 

        cpc(imat,2)=3.2011e-5 

        cpc(imat,3)=0.0 

        cpc(imat,4)=0.0 

   cptsl(imat)=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tsolid(imat))+(cpc(imat,3) 

     $             *(tsolid(imat)**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*(tsolid(imat)**3)) 

        cptlq(imat)=0.1851       !Specific heat of liquid (Cal/g.K) 

        densmt(imat)=7.8         !Material Density (g/cc)       

        dgdtp=-0.40              !d(gamma)/dT of pure material (dynes/cm-K) 

        etamat=0.30              !absorption coefficient of solid mass 

        etalyr=0.70              !absorption coefficient of powder bed 

        emiss=0.0          !emissivity of the material 

        thc(imat,1)=11.82/418.6  !Coeff to compute k as f(T) for <= tsolid) 

        thc(imat,2)=0.0106/418.6 

        thc(imat,3)=0.0 

        thc(imat,4)=0.0 

        difs(imat)=thc(imat,1)+(thc(imat,2)*tsolid(imat))+(thc(imat,3) 

     $            *(tsolid(imat)**2))+(thc(imat,4)*(tsolid(imat)**3)) 

        difl(imat)=0.0729        !k at tliquid (Cal/cm.K) 

        hlatnt=65.0              !Latent heat of fusion (cal/g)       

        viscos=0.07              !Viscosity (gm/cm.s -> Poise -> 100 cP ->  

    0.1 Pa-S) 

   surftens(imat)=1500.0    !Surface tension (dyne/cm) 

c------------Powder properties------------ 

        denpwd=densmt(imat)      !powder density 

        cppwd=0.12               !powder specific heat 

             

 

The code similarly continues covering all the cases. Subroutines propertyC starts with substrate 

material. Hence indxprop = isubmat and imat = 1. If indxprop = 1 then in ‘MaterC’ 

subroutine case 1 is selected and the material properties are read e.g density of substarte material 

is stored in densmt(imat) i.e. densmt(1). As imat value chages to 2 and 3 the densities of the 

surrounding and the deposit materials are stored at locations densmt(2) and densmt(3) 

respectvely.  
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Coefficients for the expression fitted in property and temepratrue data: 

Coefficients for the expression for temerpatrue dependent thermal conductivity: 

thc(imat,1), thc(imat,2), thc(imat,3) and thc(imat,4) are the coefficients for the thermal 

conductivity expression which is given as  

thcond(i,j,k)=thc(imat,1)+(thc(imat,2)*t(i,j,k))+(thc(imat,3)*(t(i,j,k)**2)) +  

          (thc(imat,4)*(t(i,j,k)**3)) 

 

thcond(i,j,k) : Array storing  thermal conductivity value for at grid locations defined by i-, j-, 

and k-indices depending on temerature value at that grid, t(i, j, k). 

 

Similar logic goes for coefficients for specific heat expression. The coefficient are defined by 

cpc(imat,1), cpc(imat,2), cpc(imat,3) and cpc(imat,4). 

 

List of variables 

 

Group Definition Variable name in program 

Material indices Index for substrate material (1 to 4) isubmat 

 
Index for surrounding material (11, 

12) 
isrnd 

 Index for deposit material (1 to 4) idepmat 

Indices for selection 

Counter for selection of cases 

(Takes values from isubmat, isrnd 

and idepmat) 

indxprop 

 

Counter for assigning material 

property in a array based on which 

region of the domain they 

correspond.  

(1 to 3) 

imat 

Material Properties 
Thermal expansion coefficient (1 / 

K) 
beta(imat) 

 Solidus temerpature of alloy (K) tsolid(imat) 

 Liquidus temperature of alloy (K) tliquid(imat) 

 Coefficients for specific heat 
cpc(imat,1), cpc(mat,2), 

cpc(imat,3) and cpc(imat,4) 

 
Specific heat value at solidus 

temperature (Cal / g.K) 
cptsl(imat) 

 
Specific heat value for liquid alloy 

(Cal / g.K) 
cptlq(imat) 

 Material density (g / cc) densmt(imat) 
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Temperature coefficient of surface 

tension (dynes / cm-K) 
dgdtp  

 
Laser absorption coefficient of 

continuous surface 
etamat 

 
Laser absorption coefficient of 

powder bed 
etalyr  

 Emissivity of material emiss 

 
Coefficient for thermal 

conductivity 

thc(imat,1), thc(imat,2), 

thc(imat,3) and thc(imat.4) 

 
Thermal conductivity at solidus 

temeprature (Cal/cm.K) 
difs(imat) 

 
Thermal conductivity of liquid 

alloy (Cal/cm.K) 
difl(imat) 

 Latent heat of fusion (Cal/g) hlatnt 

 Viscosity (gm/cm.s) viscos 

 Surface tension (dyne/cm) Surftens(imat) 

Powder Properties 
Material density of Powder 

particles 
denpwd 

 Specific heat of Powder material cppwd 
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Subroutine propertyT and materT (File : propertyT.for) 

1. Overview: 

File propertyT.for contains four subroutines ‘propertyT’, ‘materT’, ‘surten’ and 

‘store’. Here we will discuss about two subroutines ‘propertyT’ and ‘materT’. The subroutines 

‘surten’ and ‘store’ are discussed in another chapter. 

The subroutines ‘propertyT’ and ‘materT’ update the temperature dependent material 

properties of the different sections in the solution domain. The properties are updated because of 

two reasons 1) change in the property due to change in the temperature of the region (it also 

includes phase change of material) and 2) change in the property due to change of material type 

e.g. from surrounding gas to powder during simulation enacting addition of material during 

deposition. The subroutine ‘propertyT’ reads material indices for the substrate, the surrounding 

gas and the deposit material. This also reads the i- , j and k- indices for the start to the end of the 

selected domain. This is needed in the loop assigning temperature dependent properties to grids 

for the selected domain that is obtained from subroutine ‘materT’. This subroutine is called 

repetitively in every time step. 

2. Subroutine propertyT:  

For the substrate material index ‘isubmat’, this value is assigned to variable ‘indxprop’. 

There is one more variable ‘imat’. While considering remaining regions in the solution domain 

i.e. surrounding and the deposit the value of ‘indxprop’ changes to ‘isrnd’ and ‘idepmat’. 

Depending of the region in the solution domain it takes the values 1, 2 and 3 for substrate, 

surrounding and the deposit respectively. After reading material index the i-, j-, and k-indices six 

variables ifirst and ilast, jfirst and jlast, and kfirst and klast are used as follows. ifirst and ilast 

are i-indices corresponding to start and end of the domain in x-direction. jfirst and jlast are j-

indices corresponding to start and end of the domain in y-direction. kfirst and klast are k-

indices corresponding to start and end of the domain in z-direction. For example if the material 

property is to be assigned to the substrate:  

indxprop = isubmat , imat = 1 

ifirst=1  !Substrate start boundary in x-direction at i = 1 grid 

ilast=ni !Substrate end boundary in x-direction at i = ni grid 

jfirst=1  !Substrate start boundary in y-direction at j = 1 grid 
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jlast=nj !Substrate end boundary in y-direction at j = nj grid 

kfirst=1 !Substrate start boundary in z-direction at k = 1 grid 

klast=klayer(1) !Substrate end boundary in z-direction at k = klayer(1) grid which is 

bottom grid of the first layer 

After assigning these value the subroutine ‘materT’, is called to assign material 

properties to the grids between ifirst and ilast, jfirst and jlast, and kfirst and klast. Similar 

procedure is followed for the surrounding and deposit region in the domain.  

After assigning properties to the grids in the substrate region, the complete domain above 

the substrate is assigned with the gas property. Next the properties of the deposited material are 

selectively updated reading its boundary through i-, j- and k-indices. 

For the deposit, the material properties are assigned in two parts – for the already 

deposited layers and for the region which is currently being deposited. Hence k-indices for the 

deposit material changes with the start of deposition of every new layer. Also for the current 

layer, the boundary of the layer towards the ‘ni’ grid changes in every time step with deposition 

of new material as the beam moves linearly. This new boundary is calculated as variable ‘xend’. 

For example if layer 2 is being deposited  

for already deposited layers : 

indxprop=idepmat 

imat=3 

ifirst=ils 

ilast=ile 

jfirst=1 

jlast=jle 

kfirst=klayer(1)+1 

klast=kls   !kls = kalyer(2) 
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for the layer currently being deposited : 

indxprop=idepmat 

imat=3 

ifirst=ils 

xend=xloc+(extrlas*rlaser)  !Calculation of the current layer end boundary 

do i=ils,ile 

ilast=i    !Searching i-index corresponding to ‘xend’ 

if ((x(i)-xend).gt.small) exit 

enddo 

jfirst=1 

jlast=jle 

kfirst=kls+1 

klast=kle  !kle = klayer(3) 

 

When the second layer gets completed and the current layer changes to 3, the values of kls and 

kle change as kls = klayer(3) and kle = klayer(4). This chnages the kfirst and klast values with 

change in the layer.  

Portion in the code following this algorithm: 

c---assign property for substrate 

 

 ifirst=1 

 ilast=ni 

 jfirst=1 

 jlast=nj 

 kfirst=1 

 klast=klayer(1) 

 indxprop=isubmat 

 imat=1  

 call materT 

c---assign property of gas for domain above substrate 

 

 ifirst=1 

 ilast=ni 

 jfirst=1 

 jlast=nj 

 kfirst=klayer(1)+1 

 klast=kle 

 indxprop=isrnd 

 imat=2 

 if (indxsys.eq.2) indxprop=((idepmat+1)*10)+isrnd  !for powder bed   

   process  

 call materT  
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c---assign property of already deposited layer 

 

 if (kls.gt.(klayer(1)+1)) then 

    ifirst=ils 

    ilast=ile 

    jfirst=1 

    jlast=jle 

    kfirst=klayer(1)+1 

    klast=kls 

    indxprop=idepmat 

    imat=3 

    call materT  

  endif 

c---assign property of currently depositing layer 

 

 ifirst=ils 

      xend=xloc+(extrlas*rlaser) 

      do i=ils,ile 

         ilast=i 

         if ((x(i)-xend).gt.small) exit 

      enddo 

 jfirst=1 

 jlast=jle 

 kfirst=kls+1 

 klast=kle 

 indxprop=idepmat 

 imat=3 

 call materT 

 

3. Subroutine materT: 

This subroutine contains ‘case’ structure for updating temperature dependent material for 

selected region in the solution domain. Program runs through cases to select case with value 

equal to ‘indxprop’. Then properties are assigned to the grids in the region bound by indices 

ifirst and ilast, jfirst and jlast, and kfirst and klast based on the material indicated by index 

‘imat’ corresponding to the region at which the material properties are being updated. (For 

substrate imat =1, for surrounding imat = 2 and for deposit imat = 3). The material properties 

which are updated in the subroutine are thermal conductivity, specific heat, density, diffusivity 

and viscosity. 
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Portion in the code for subroutine materT: 

 subroutine materT 

 include './header.for'  

 

      select case (indxprop) 

       

      case(1)              !SS316 

   do 10 k=kfirst,klast 

    do 10 j=jfirst,jlast 

     do 10 i=ifirst,ilast 

        if ((indxsys.eq.2).and.(imelt(i,j,k).eq.0)) cycle 

c---assigning properties for liquid substrate 

            cp(i,j,k)=cptlq(imat)  !Updating specific heat 

        dens(i,j,k)=densmt(imat) !Updating density 

        thcond(i,j,k)=difl(imat) !Updating thermal conductivity 

        diff(i,j,k)=thcond(i,j,k)/cp(i,j,k) !Updating diffusivity 

        vis(i,j,k)=viscos          !Updating viscosity 

        if (t(i,j,k).ge.tliquid(imat)) cycle 

c-----assigning properties for solid substrate 

        cp(i,j,k)=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*t(i,j,k)) 

     $        +(cpc(imat,3)*(t(i,j,k)**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*(t(i,j,k)**3)) 

             thcond(i,j,k)=thc(imat,1)+(thc(imat,2)*t(i,j,k)) 

     $        +(thc(imat,3)*(t(i,j,k)**2))+(thc(imat,4)*(t(i,j,k)**3)) 

        diff(i,j,k)=thcond(i,j,k)/cp(i,j,k) 

        vis(i,j,k)=1.e10 

             if (t(i,j,k).le.tsolid(imat)) cycle 

c-----assigning properties for mushy substrate 

        diff(i,j,k)=fracl(i,j,k)*difl(imat)/cptlq(imat) 

     $              +(1.0-fracl(i,j,k))*difs(imat)/cptsl(imat) 

        vis(i,j,k)=viscos 

10      continue 

 

       

The code continues similarly covering all the cases. Thus program first updates properties of the 

substrate domain then domain above substrate. After that the properties for the layers already 

deposited are updated and then properties for the layer currently being deposited are updated. 
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List of variables 

Group Definition Variable name in program 

Material Indices Index for substrate material (1 to 4) isubmat 

 Index for surrounding material (11, 

12) 
isrnd 

 Index for deposit material (1 to 4) idepmat 

Indices for selection Counter for selection of cases 

(Takes values from isubmat, isrnd 

and idepmat) 

indxprop 

 Counter for assigning material 

property in a array based on which 

region of the domain they 

correspond.  

(1 to 3) 

imat 

Domain Boundary i-boundary indices ifirst ,ilast 

 j-boundary indices jfirst, jlast 

 k-boundary indices kfirst, klast 

Material Property Specific heat at grid point (i, j, k) cp(i , j ,k) 

 Thermal conductivity at grid point 

(i, j, k) 

thcond(i, j, k) 

 Density at grid point (i, j, k) dens(i, j, k) 

 Diffusivity at grid point (i, j, k) diff(i, j, k) 

 Viscosity at grid point (i, j, k) vis(i, j, k) 

 Specific heat value at solidus 

temperature (Cal / g.K) 
cptsl(imat) 

 Specific heat value for liquid alloy 

(Cal / g.K) 
cptlq(imat) 

 Material density (g / cc) densmt(imat) 

 Thermal conductivity at solidus 

temeprature (Cal/cm.K) 
difs(imat) 

 Thermal conductivity of liquid alloy 

(Cal/cm.K) 
difl(imat) 

 Viscosity (gm/cm.s) viscos 

Material Property 

Coefficients 
Coefficients for thermal conductivity 

thc(imat,1), thc(imat,2), 

thc(imat,3) and thc(imat.4) 

 
Coefficients for specific heat 

cpc(imat,1), cpc(mat,2), 

cpc(imat,3) and cpc(imat,4) 
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Subroutines ‘sp_heat_enth’, ‘TempenthC’ and ‘Funfit’ (File: enthtemp.for) 

 

1. Overview: 

 File enthtemp.for contains three subroutines ‘sp_heat_enth’, ‘TempenthC’ and 

‘Funfit’. This combination of subroutines establishes relations between temperature and 

enthalpy for material systems under consideration and returns values of the coefficients of these 

temperature-enthalpy relationships. These developed relationships are used in the program 

through subroutine ‘enth_to_temp’ for estimation of temperature values at the scalar grids from 

enthalpy solution. 

2. Subroutine ‘sp_heat_enth’: 

 ‘sp_heat_enth’ is main subroutine which calls ‘TempenthC’ and ‘Funfit’. Subroutine 

‘sp_heat_enth’ reads indices for substrate, surrounding and deposit materials as isubmat, isrnd 

and idepmat, which is assigned to variable ‘indxprop’. There is one more variable ‘imat’. 

Depending of the region in the solution domain it takes the values 1, 2 and 3 for substrate, 

surrounding and the deposit respectively. After reading values for ‘indxprop’ and ‘imat’, 

subroutine ‘TempenthC’ is called to generate array of the temperature and corresponding 

enthalpy data for individual material. This data is then used to develop quadratic correlation to 

express temperature as a function of enthalpy using least square method. This is done in 

subroutine ‘Funfit’. This procedure is followed for all three materials for substrate material, 

surrounding material and deposit material. The coefficients for the temperature-enthalpy 

relationship are stored in htcoef(imat,1), htcoef(imat,2) and htcoef(imat,3). ‘imat’ in 

coefficient htcoef(imat,i) takes value 1, 2 and 3 for substrate material, surrounding and deposit 

material respectively.  
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Portion in code following algorithm from sp_heat_enth: 

c---find co-efficients to convert temp from enthalpy for substrate  

 indxprop=isubmat 

 imat=1 

 call TempenthC 

 call funfit 

 

c---find co-efficients to convert temp from enthalpy for surrounding medium 

 indxprop=isrnd 

 imat=2 

 if(indxsys.eq.1)then 

   if ((cpc(imat,2).gt.0.0).or.(cpc(imat,2).lt.0)) then     !if gas sp. 

heat is temperature dependent 

      call TempenthC 

      call funfit 

   else 

           htcoef(imat,1)=273.0 

           htcoef(imat,2)=1.0/gascp 

   endif 

 endif  

 if (indxsys.eq.2) then 

    indxprop=((idepmat+1)*10)+isrnd   !for powder bed process 

    call TempenthC 

    call funfit 

 endif 

  

c---find co-efficients to convert temp from enthalpy for deposited material 

 indxprop=idepmat 

 imat=3 

 if ((idepmat-isubmat).ne.0) then     !idepmat=isubmat --> same material 

for substrate and powder 

    call TempenthC 

    call funfit 

 else 

         htcoef(imat,1)=htcoef(1,1)        !imat = 1 is for substrate 

material 

         htcoef(imat,2)=htcoef(1,2) 

         htcoef(imat,3)=htcoef(1,3)  

 endif 

  

After calculation of enthalpy – temperature data depending on material and temperature 

combination initial condition of enthalpy is applied at every grid point within solution domain 

and also enthalpy boundary conditions are applied in subroutine ‘sp_heat_enth’ at the end of all 

the calculations. At the beginning of the simulation solution domain is assumed to be at room / 

ambient temperature (tamb) and enthalpy corresponding to ambient temperature is calculated as 

‘hamb’ in subroutine ‘TempenthC’. 
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Potion in the code: 

c---defining other constant specific heat / enthalpy related variables 

 hi=htamb 

 hi1=htamb 

 hl1=htamb 

 hk1=htamb 

 hm1=htamb 

  

c-----initialization of enthalpy in solution domain 

 h(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk)=hi 

 hnot1(1:ni,1:nj,1:nk)=hi    

 

c-----Steady constant enthalpy at the boundaries 

 h(1,1:nj,1:nk)=hi1 

 h(ni,1:nj,1:nk)=hl1 

 h(1:ni,1:nj,1)=hk1 

 h(1:ni,nj,1:klayer(1))=hm1 

     h(1:ni,jlimit,klayer(1)+1:nk)=hm1 

 

3. Subroutine ‘TempenthC’: 

 This subroutine stores 201 combinations of temperature and corresponding enthalpy 

value in arrays tempen(201) and enth(201) respectively, generated between temperature 273 K 

and solidus temperature of the material under consideration using temperature and temperature 

dependent specific heat values. The data points are equally spaced.   

 

Portion in the code following this algorithm: 

      ndp=200 

      tmpen(1:ndp+1)=0.0 !Array storing temepratrue values 

      enth(1:ndp+1)=0.0  !Array storing corresponding enthalpy values 

       

      select case(indxprop) 

       

      case(1)           !SS316       

       cpavg=(cptsl(imat)+cptlq(imat))*0.5 

       tmpen(1)=273.0 

       enth(1)=0.0 

       tmpinc=((tsolid(imat)-tmpen(1))/float(ndp)) 

  cp1=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tmpen(1)) 

     $    +(cpc(imat,3)*(tmpen(1)**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*(tmpen(1)**3)) 

  cp2=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tamb) 

     $    +(cpc(imat,3)*(tamb**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*tamb**3) 

       htamb=enth(1)+(cp1+cp2)*0.5*(tamb-tmpen(1)) 

       do 10 i=1,ndp 

          tmpen(i+1)=tmpen(i)+tmpinc 

     cp1=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tmpen(i)) 

     $        +(cpc(imat,3)*(tmpen(i)**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*(tmpen(i)**3)) 

     cp2=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tmpen(i+1)) 
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     $    +(cpc(imat,3)*(tmpen(i+1)**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*(tmpen(i+1)**3)) 

          enth(i+1)=enth(i)+((cp1+cp2)*0.5*(tmpen(i+1)-tmpen(i))) 

10     continue 

       hsmelt=enth(ndp+1) 

       hlcal=hsmelt+cpavg*(tliquid(imat)-tsolid(imat)) 

             

      case(2)           !Ti6Al4V 

       cpavg=(cptsl(imat)+cptlq(imat))*0.5 

       tmpen(1)=273.0 

       enth(1)=0.0 

       tmpinc=((tsolid(imat)-tmpen(1))/float(ndp)) 

  cp1=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tmpen(1)) 

     $     +(cpc(imat,3)*(tmpen(1)**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*(tmpen(1)**3)) 

  cp2=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tamb) 

     $       +(cpc(imat,3)*(tamb**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*tamb**3) 

       htamb=enth(1)+(cp1+cp2)*0.5*(tamb-tmpen(1))      

       do 20 i=1,ndp 

          tmpen(i+1)=tmpen(i)+tmpinc 

     cp1=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tmpen(i)) 

     $        +(cpc(imat,3)*(tmpen(i)**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*(tmpen(i)**3)) 

     cp2=cpc(imat,1)+(cpc(imat,2)*tmpen(i+1)) 

     $    +(cpc(imat,3)*(tmpen(i+1)**2))+(cpc(imat,4)*(tmpen(i+1)**3)) 

          enth(i+1)=enth(i)+((cp1+cp2)*0.5*(tmpen(i+1)-tmpen(i))) 

20     continue 

       hsmelt=enth(ndp+1) 

       hlcal=hsmelt+cpavg*(tliquid(imat)-tsolid(imat))   

Similarly, calculations for all the materials are also covered in different cases. 

4. Subroutine ‘Funfit’: 

 This subroutine returns the coefficients (htcoef(imat,1), htcoef(imat,2) and 

htcoef(imat,3)) for the temperature enthalpy relationship fitted in the temperature-enthalpy data 

array of size 200 data points generated in ‘TempenthC’ subroutine. For the algorithm and the 

program for quadratic curve fitting using least square method refer following two links: 

http://jean-pierre.moreau.pagesperso-orange.fr/f_lstsqr.html 

http://jean-pierre.moreau.pagesperso-orange.fr/Fortran/lstsqr2_f90.txt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://jean-pierre.moreau.pagesperso-orange.fr/f_lstsqr.html
http://jean-pierre.moreau.pagesperso-orange.fr/Fortran/lstsqr2_f90.txt
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List of variables: 

Group Definition Variable name in program 

Material Indices Index for substrate material (1 to 4) isubmat 

 Index for surrounding material (11, 

12) 
isrnd 

 Index for deposit material (1 to 4) idepmat 

Indices for selection Counter for selection of cases 

(Takes values from isubmat, isrnd 

and idepmat) 

indxprop 

 Counter for assigning material 

property in a array based on which 

region of the domain they 

correspond.  

(1 to 3) 

imat 

Other Variables Array containing enthalpy values at 

grids 
h(i,j,k) 

 Array containing enthalpy values at 

the grid from previous step solution 

as initital condition for current step 

hnot(i,j,k) 

 Enthalpy value at initial 

temperature 
hi 

 Enthalpy value at ambient 

temeprature 
hamb 

 Enthalpy value at west boundary hi1 

 Enthalpy value at east boundary hl1 

 Enthalpy value at north boundary hk1 

 Enthalpy value at bottom boundary hm1 

 Coefficients of temperature 

enthalpy relation 

htcoef(imat,1), htcoef(imat,2), 

htcoef(imat,3), htcoef(imat,4), 

 Coefficients for temperature 

depenndent specific heat expression 

cpc(imat,1), cpc(mat,2), 

cpc(imat,3) and cpc(imat,4) 

 Array storing temperature values 

for developing temerpature-

enthalpy relationship 

tmpen(i,j,k) 

 Array storing enthalpy values 

corresponding to the temperature 

values in array tmpen(i,j,k) for 

developing temerpature-enthalpy 

relationship 

enth(i,j,k) 
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Subroutine ‘enth_to_temp’ and ‘EnthtempT’ (file: tempenth.for) 

 

1. Overview 

 The subroutines ‘enth_to_temp’ and ‘EnthtempT’ calculate and update the 

temperatures at the scalar grid points from the solved enthalpy field. The subroutine 

‘enth_to_temp’ reads material indices for the substrate (isubmat), the surrounding gas (isrnd) 

and the deposit material (idepmat). This subroutine also reads the i-, j- and k- indices for the 

start and end of the selected domain and then calls subroutine ‘EnthtempT’ to update 

temperature field in the scalar grid. Temperature values are calculated from the enthalpy field 

using the temperature-enthalpy relationship that are obtained from the subroutines 

‘sp_heat_enth’ and ‘TempenthC’ in file ‘enthtemp.for’ for a particular material. This 

subroutine is called repetitively in every time step.  

2. Subroutine enth_to_temp: 

 The code first calculates and updates the temperature values from the substrate, then it 

updates the temperature values for the region above substrate. Lastly, the temperatures for the 

region corresponding to the deposited layers are selectively updated.  

For the substrate, the material index is ‘isubmat’. This value is assigned to variable 

‘indxprop’. There is one more variable ‘imat’. While considering remaining regions in the 

solution domain i.e. surrounding and the deposit the value of ‘indxprop’ changes to ‘isrnd’ and 

‘idepmat’. Depending on the region in the solution domain ‘imat’ takes the values 1, 2 and 3 

for the substrate, the surrounding gas and the deposit, respectively. The solution domain is 

defined using six variables as follows. ifirst and ilast are i-indices corresponding to start and 

end of the domain in x-direction. jfirst and jlast are j-indices corresponding to start and end of 

the domain in y-direction. kfirst and klast are k-indices corresponding to start and end of the 

domain in z-direction. For example if the temperature values for the grids in the substrate are to 

be calculated: 

indxprop = isubmat , imat = 1 

ifirst=1  !Substrate start boundary in x-direction at i = 1 grid 

ilast=ni !Substrate end boundary in x-direction at i = ni grid 
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jfirst=1  !Substrate start boundary in y-direction at j = 1 grid 

jlast=nj !Substrate end boundary in y-direction at j = nj grid 

kfirst=1 !Substrate start boundary in z-direction at k = 1 grid 

klast=klayer(1) !Substrate end boundary in z-direction at k = klayer(1) grid which is 

bottom grid of the first layer 

After getting these values in subroutine ‘enth_to_temp’, the subroutine ‘EnthtempT’ is 

called to calculate and assign temperatures from enthalpy values to grids between ifirst and 

ilast, jfirst and jlast, and kfirst and klast. Similar procedure is followed for the surrounding and 

deposit region in the domain. 

For the deposit, the temperatures for the already deposited layers are calculated first . 

Next, the temperature field for the layer currently being deposited are estimated. The k-indices 

for the start and the end of the current layer change with the start of every new layer. Hence in 

the subroutine, k-indices defining k-limits for the deposited layers change with the start of 

deposition of every new layer. The i-index corresponding to the end of the current layer also 

changes in each step as a layer is being deposited. This new boundary is calculated as ‘xend’. 

For example if layer 2 is being deposited: 

indxprop=idepmat 

imat=3 

ifirst=ils 

ilast=ile 

jfirst=1 

jlast=jle 

kfirst=klayer(1)+1 

klast=kls   !kls = kalyer(2) 
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for the layer currently being deposited : 

indxprop=idepmat 

imat=3 

ifirst=ils 

xend=xloc+(extrlas*rlaser)  !Calculation of the current layer end boundary 

do i=ils,ile 

ilast=i    !Searching i-index corresponding to ‘xend’ 

if ((x(i)-xend).gt.small) exit 

enddo 

jfirst=1 

jlast=jle 

kfirst=kls+1 

klast=kle  !kle = klayer(3) 

 

When the second layer gets completed and the current layer changes to 3, the values of kls and 

kle change as kls = klayer(3) and kle = klayer(4). This changes the kfirst and klast values with 

change in the layer.  

 

Portion in the code following this algorithm: 

c---compute temperature for substrate 

 ifirst=1 

 ilast=ni 

 jfirst=1 

 jlast=nj 

 kfirst=1 

 klast=klayer(1) 

 indxprop=isubmat 

 imat=1  

 call EnthtempT 

 

c---compute temperature of gas for domain above substrate 

       ifirst=1 

 ilast=ni 

 jfirst=1 

 jlast=jle 

 kfirst=klayer(1)+1 

 klast=kle 

 indxprop=isrnd 

 imat=2 

 if (indxsys.eq.2) indxprop=((idepmat+1)*10)+isrnd   !for powder bed 

process 

 call EnthtempT 
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c---compute temperature of already deposited layer 

 if (kls.gt.(klayer(1)+1)) then 

    ifirst=ils 

    ilast=ile 

    jfirst=1 

    jlast=jle 

    kfirst=klayer(1)+1 

    klast=kls 

    indxprop=idepmat 

    imat=3 

    call EnthtempT 

 endif 

 

c---compute temperature of currently depositing layer 

      ifirst=ils 

      xend=xloc+(extrlas*rlaser) 

      do i=ils,ile 

         ilast=i 

         if (x(i).gt.xend) exit 

      enddo 

 jfirst=1 

 jlast=jle 

 kfirst=kls+1 

 klast=kle 

 indxprop=idepmat 

 imat=3 

 call EnthtempT 

 

After calculation of the temperatures for complete solution domain, entire domain is scanned to 

check for unrealistic temperature values and if found any that grid temperature is updated with 

298 K. 

 

Portion in the code: 

c-----correcting unrealistic values of t(i,j,k) in domain 

      do 1000 k=1,kle 

    do 1000 j=1,jle 

       do 1000 i=1,ni 

          if (t(i,j,k).lt.298.0) t(i,j,k)=298.0 

1000  continue     
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3. Subroutine EnthtempT: 

 The subroutine contains ‘case’ structure for updating temperatures of the grids for 

selected region in the solution domain. Program runs through cases to select case with value 

equal to ‘indxprop’. Then temperatures for the grids in the region bound by indices ifirst and 

ilast, jfirst and jlast, and kfirst and klast are assigned based on the material indicated by index 

‘imat’ (For substrate imat =1, for surrounding imat = 2 and for deposit imat = 3) are calculated  

Portion in the code for EnthtempT: 

      subroutine EnthtempT 

 include './header.for' 

   

      select case (indxprop) 

       

      case(1)              !SS316 

   do 10 k=kfirst,klast 

    do 10 j=jfirst,jlast 

     do 10 i=ifirst,ilast 

        if ((indxsys.eq.2).and.(imelt(i,j,k).eq.0)) cycle      

!                                assigning temperature for liquid 

             fracl(i,j,k)=1.0 

             t(i,j,k)=tliquid(imat)+((h(i,j,k)-hlcal)/cptlq(imat)) 

        if (h(i,j,k).ge.hlcal) cycle 

!                                assigning temperature for solid 

        t(i,j,k)=htcoef(imat,1)+htcoef(imat,2)*h(i,j,k) 

     $                +htcoef(imat,3)*(h(i,j,k)**2) 

             fracl(i,j,k)=0.0      

             if (h(i,j,k).le.hsmelt) cycle 

!                                assigning temperature for mushy zone 

               

             fracl(i,j,k)=(h(i,j,k)-hsmelt)/(hlcal-hsmelt) 

             cpavg=(cptsl(imat)+cptlq(imat))/2.0 

             t(i,j,k)=tsolid(imat) 

     $                +fracl(i,j,k)*(tliquid(imat)-tsolid(imat)) 

10      continue 

 

 

Similarly the code covers all the cases of materials. During updating the temepratures 

field in the grids, different conditions are checked like if region is completely solid or 

completely liquid or in a mushy state. The state of a material point is checked based on the 

computed and the reference enthalpy values conrresponding to the solidus and liquidus 

temeprtures of the material. This can be seen in the case 1 presented in above code portion of 

‘EnthtempT’. 

 While updating temperatures for the grids corresponding to the surrounding no condition 

needs to be checked and expression giving temerpature enthalpy relationship is directly used for 

temperature calculations as surrounding does not change physical phase. It only undergoes 
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temperature change. An example case from the code is geiven below for argon as surrounding 

gas: 

case(12)         ! Argon 

   do 120 k=kfirst,klast 

      do 120 j=jfirst,jlast 

         do 120 i=ifirst,ilast 

                 fracl(i,j,k)=0.0               

                 t(i,j,k)=htcoef(imat,1)+(htcoef(imat,2)*h(i,j,k)) 

120     continue 

 

List of variables 

Group Definition Variable name in program 

Material Indices Index for substrate material (1 to 4) isubmat 

 Index for surrounding material (11, 

12) 
isrnd 

 Index for deposit material (1 to 4) idepmat 

Indices for selection Counter for selection of cases 

(Takes values from isubmat, isrnd 

and idepmat) 

indxprop 

 Counter for assigning material 

property in a array based on which 

region of the domain they 

correspond.  

(1 to 3) 

imat 

 An index array indicating condition 

of grid molten if 1 or unmolten if 0 
imelt(i,j,k) 

Domain Boundary i-boundary indices ifirst ,ilast 

 j-boundary indices jfirst, jlast 

 k-boundary indices kfirst, klast 

Material Property Enthalpy at liquidus temperature of 

the alloy (Cal/g) 

hlcal 

 Enthalpy at solidus temperature of 

the alloy (Cal/g) 

hlmelt 

 Specific heat of liquid alloy 

corresponding to region material 

index ‘imat’ (Cal/g.K) 

 

 

cptlq(imat) 

 Specific heat of solid alloy 

corresponding to region material 

index ‘imat’ (Cal/g.K) 

cptsl(i,j,k) 

 Average specific heat at mushy 

zone (Cal/g.K) 

cpavg 

Other Variables Array containing enthalpy values at 

grids 
h(i,j,k) 
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 Array containing temperature 

values at grids 
t(i,j,k) 

 Array containing liquid fraction at 

grid points 
fracl(i,j,k) 

 Coefficients of temperature 

enthalpy relation 

htcoef(imat,1), htcoef(imat,2), 

htcoef(imat,3), htcoef(imat,4), 
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Subroutine crcal_time and crcal_length (File : postcal.for) 

 

1. Overview: 

Subroutine ‘postcal’ in file postcal.for contains entry ‘crcal_time’ and entry ‘crcal_length’. The 

purpose of this subroutine is to calculate thermal gradient, solidification rate, solidification 

cooling rate and cooling rate between transformation temperature range. Entry ‘crcal_length’ is 

called at the end of every time-step to compute solidification parameters and cooling rates round 

current meltpool. This subroutine is called at the end of the complete simulation to estimate the 

cooling rates and solidification parameters at the monitoring locations from stored thermal 

cycles. 

2. Entry crcal_time 

Program starts with the reading thermal cycles from file ‘cycle.txt’ and storing time temperature 

data in arrays ‘thtime(i)’ and ‘thtemp(i, 1:ncol)’. ‘ncon’ is total number of monitoring 

locations in the solution domain at which thermal cycles are extracted.  

ncol = nmon × nlayer 

nmon : no. of monitoring locations in each layer, nlayer : no. of layers in the deposited 

structure. Bith of them are user defined whose values are given through ‘input.txt’. 

Portion in the code: 

ncol=nmon*nlayer     !total monitoring locations for all layers 

 open(unit=50,file='./cycle.txt') 

 do 5 i=1,nttcycle 

         read(50,3)thtime(i),thtemp(i,1:ncol) 

5     continue                            

3     format(1x,f9.3,1x,(<nmon*nlayer>(1p(e10.4),1x))) 

      close(50) 

 

The stored thermal cycles in the arrays then then scanned to estimate time at specific 

temperatures and to calculate different solidification parameters and cooling rates at different 

temperature range. These calculated values are stored in file ‘solidification.txt’. 
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Opening file ‘solidification.txt’: 

c-----Opening the file for writing all parameters related to cooling 

 open(unit=51,file='./solidification.txt')  

      write(51,*)'     TITLE="THERMAL HISTORY AT MONITORING LOCATIONS"' 

 

loop 10 : is main loop and runs from 1 to nlayer (total no. of layers). Inside this loop different 

other loops are executed. Every time this loop is executed text indicating start of new layer is 

written in file ‘solidification.txt’, and values for ‘isstep’ and ‘iestep’ corresponding to the start 

and end of a layer on arrays thtime( ) and thtemp( ) are read. ‘isstep’ and ‘iestep’ get values 

from array lsstep(). This array is generated in subroutine ‘user’ 

Portion in the code: 

c-----finding cooling rate (GR), thermal gradiant (G) and G/R for layers 

      do 10 i=1,nlayer 

         isstep=1 

         if (i.gt.1) isstep=lsstep(i-1) 

         iestep=lsstep(i) 

c-----Writing the layer no. being deposited 

         write(51,*)' ================================================' 

         write(51,8)'Building LAYER:',i,'Start_time (ms):', 

     $   thtime(isstep),'End_time (ms):',thtime(iestep),'Start_step:', 

     $   isstep,'End_step:',iestep 

         write(51,*)' ================================================' 

         write(51,*)          

c---- Writing ends here --> calculations start 

 

loop 15 : Run through 1 to total number of control points (ncol). At the beginning arrays for all 

the parameters for the particular control point are initialised. 

Portion in the code:  

do 15 k=1,ncol 

c-----Initialize solidification parameters to be estimated 

            gandr(k)=0.0 

            thgrad(k)=0.0 

            gbyr(k)=0.0 

            gandrP(k)=0.0 

            thgradP(k)=0.0 

            gbyrP(k)=0.0 

            gandr85(k)=0.0 

            tcpeak(k)=0.0  

            tLQ(k)=0.0 

            tSL(k)=0.0 

            t8(k)=0.0 

            t5(k)=0.0   

Then with in loop 15 loop 20 starts. 
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loop 20 : Runs through ‘isstep’ to ‘iestep’.  

This array searches for peak temperature at a control point ‘k’ as indicated in loop 15 and stores 

corresponding index in ‘jstore’ from the range ‘isstep’ to ‘iestep’. The time at ‘jstore’ is stored 

in array ‘tp(k)’ and peak temperature is stored in ‘tcpeak(k)’. 

Portion in the code: 

c------Check for melting in the current thermal cycle 

       do 20 j=isstep,iestep 

          if (thtemp(j,k).gt.tcpeak(k)) then 

             tcpeak(k)=thtemp(j,k) 

             jstore=j 

          endif 

20       continue 

       tP(k)=thtime(jstore) 

 

Loop 25:  After getting jstore corresponding to peak temperature and if the peak temperature is 

greater than liquidus temperature of the alloy, then the index of the location corresponding to 

liquidus temperature of the alloy is searched in array ‘thtemp()’ for monitoring location ‘k’ . It 

is searched between indices jstore to iestep. This ensures that the cooling regime on the thermal 

cycle is considered. This index is stored in ‘jstore1’ 

Potion in the code: 

c-----Estimation of solidification parameters        

        if (tcpeak(k).ge.tliquid(3)) then 

c-----Identify time for freezing to start 

               do 25 j=jstore,iestep 

                  if (thtemp(j,k).le.tliquid(3)) exit 

                  jstore1=j            

25             continue 

 

Loop 30: Then the index of the location corresponding to solidus temperature of the alloy is 

searched and stored in ‘jstore2’ 

Portion in the code: 

c-----Identify time for freezing to end 

               do 30 j=jstore,iestep 

                  jstore2=j 

                  if (thtemp(j,k).le.tsolid(3)) exit 

30             continue 
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If the stored thermal cycle does not have temperatures exactly equal to the solidus and the 

liquidus temperatures of the alloy then the indices for the temperatures very close to them are 

stored and the exact times corresponding to these two points calculated by linear interpolation. 

Time corresponding to the solidus temperature is stored in tSL(k) and corresponding to the 

liquidus temperature is stored in tLQ(k) for monitoring location ‘k’.  

Portion in the code: 

c-----Interpolate specific time when freezing begins and ends         

               tmp1=(thtime(jstore1+1)-thtime(jstore1))/ 

     $              (thtemp(jstore1,k)-thtemp(jstore1+1,k)) 

               tmp2=thtime(jstore1)+tmp1*(thtemp(jstore1,k)-tliquid(3)) 

               tmp3=(thtime(jstore2+1)-thtime(jstore2))/ 

     $              (thtemp(jstore2,k)-thtemp(jstore2+1,k)) 

               tmp4=thtime(jstore2)-tmp3*(tsolid(3)-thtemp(jstore2,k)) 

               tLQ(k)=tmp2 

               tSL(k)=tmp4   

From peak temperature, solidus and liquidus temperatures and corresponding times on the 

thermal cycle the solidification cooling rate, thermal gradient and G/R ratio are calculated for 

the temperature range between peak temperature and liquidus temperature, and from liquidus 

temperature and solidus temperature. 

Portion in the code:  

c-----Estimatinging (GR), (G) and G/R considering tliquidus and tsolidus 

               if (tmp4.gt.tmp2) then 

                  gandr(k)=(tliquid(3)-tsolid(3))/((tmp4-tmp2)*1.0e-3) 

                  thgrad(k)=gandr(k)/(scanvel*10.0) 

                  gbyr(k)=thgrad(k)/(scanvel*10.0) 

               endif 

c-----Estimatinging (GR), (G) and G/R considering tpeak and tliquidus 

               if (tmp4.gt.thtime(jstore)) then 

                  gandrP(k)=(tcpeak(k)-tliquid(3))/ 

     $                      ((tmp2-thtime(jstore))*1.0e-3) 

                  thgradP(k)=gandrP(k)/(scanvel*10.0) 

                  gbyrP(k)=thgradP(k)/(scanvel*10.0) 

               endif                

            endif 

Similar procedure is followed to calculate cooling rate between critical phase transformation 

start tphase(1) and end tphase(2) temperatures for the given alloy. First array indices are 

searched for tphase(1) and tphase(2) in the thtemp ( ) array for monitoring location k. Then 

exact times corresponding to these temperatures are computed by interpolation and cooing rates 

are computed. 
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Portion in the code: 

c-----Identify time for entry to given temperature range 

        if (tcpeak(k).ge.tphase(1)) then 

               do 35 j=jstore,iestep 

                  jstore3=j 

                  if (thtemp(j,k).le.tphase(1)) exit 

35             continue 

c-----Identify time for exit from the given temperature range             

               do 40 j=jstore,iestep 

                  jstore4=j 

                  if (thtemp(j,k).le.tphase(2)) exit 

40             continue 

c-----Interpolate specific time for entry to and exit from given temperature 

range 

               tmp5=(thtime(jstore3+1)-thtime(jstore3))/ 

     $              (thtemp(jstore3,k)-thtemp(jstore3+1,k)) 

               tmp6=thtime(jstore3)-tmp5*(tphase(1)-thtemp(jstore3,k)) 

               tmp7=(thtime(jstore4+1)-thtime(jstore4))/ 

     $              (thtemp(jstore4,k)-thtemp(jstore4+1,k)) 

               tmp8=thtime(jstore4)-tmp7*(tphase(2)-thtemp(jstore4,k)) 

               t8(k)=tmp6 

               t5(k)=tmp8                

c-----Estimatinging (GR) for the given temperature range 

               if (tmp8.gt.tmp6) then 

                  gandr85(k)=(tphase(1)-tphase(2))/((tmp8-tmp6)*1.0e-3) 

               endif 

            endif 

After this code returns to loop 15 and all the calculations done in loops 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 are 

done for new monitoring location between a time interval corresponding to a specific layer. 

Loop 45 : This loop writes all the calculated values for all monitoring location between a time 

interval corresponding to a specific layer in the file ‘solidification.txt’ 

Portion in the loop: 

c-----Writing temperature history at monitoring locatios 

    do 45 il=i,1,-1 

       jm=((il-1)*nmon)+1 

       km=nmon+jm-1     

       do 45 j=jm,km 

          im=j-(il-1)*nmon 

               write(51,4)il,x(imon(im)),tcpeak(j),tP(j),tLQ(j), 

     $                    tSL(j),t8(j),t5(j),gandrP(j) 

               write(51,6)thgradP(j),gbyrP(j),gandr(j),thgrad(j), 

     $                    gbyr(j),gandr85(j) 

45          continue 

Here code return to the loop 10 and similar calculations for every monitoring location are 

carried out during deposition of next layer.  
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2. List of input data 

Group Definition Variable name in the 

program 

Counters Total no. of monitoring locations in 

complete domain 

ncol 

 Total no. of monitoring locations in 

a layer 

nmon 

 Total no. of layers nlayer 

 index on time array indicating start 

of deposition of a layer 

isstep 

 index on time array indicating end 

of deposition of a layer 

iestep 

Different Arrays Stores indices corresponding to the 

end of deposition of layers 

isstep(i), i=1,nlayer 

 Stores cooling rate between solidus 

and liquidus  

gandr(k), k = 1, ncol 

 Stores thermal gradient between 

solidus and liquidus 

thgrad(k) , k = 1, 

 ncol, k = 1, ncol 

 Store G/R ratio between solidus 

and liquidus 

gbyr(k) , k = 1, ncol 

 Stores cooling rate between peak 

temerpature and liquidus 

gandrp(k) , k = 1, ncol 

 Stores thermal gradient between 

peak temerpature and liquidus 

thgradp(k) , k = 1, ncol 

 Store G/R ratio between peak 

temerpature and liquidus 

gbyrp(k) , k = 1, ncol 

 Stores cooling rate between phase 

transformation temperatures 

gandr85(k) , k = 1, ncol 

 Stores peak temperature tcpeak(k) , k = 1, ncol 

 Stores time corresponding to 

liquidus, solidus and phase 

transformation temperatures. 

tLQ(k), tSL(k), t8(k), t5(t), , k 

= 1, ncol 
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3. Entry crcal_length: 

This entry calculates solidification parameters and cooling rates at the trailing end of the 

meltpool. First program estimates peak temperature and its location with in meltpool. This is 

done in loop 210. 

Portion in the code: 

c-----calculation of solidification parameters using isotherm lengths  

  

      xend1=xloc+(extrlas*rlaser) 

      xend2=xloc-(extrlas*rlaser) 

      tcpeak(ishift)=0.0 

 

c-----searching tpeak and tliquid isotherm along beam travel from in trailing 

pool 

      do 210 i = ile,ils,-1 

         if ((x(i).gt.xend1).or.(x(i).lt.xend2)) cycle 

    if (t(i,2,klayer(lindex+1)).gt.tcpeak(ishift)) then 

       tcpeak(ishift)=t(i,2,klayer(lindex+1)) 

       xstore=x(i) 

       ifirst=i                 

    endif 

210   continue 

‘xend1’ and ‘xend2’ are x-coordinates between which domain is scanned for value and location 

of peak temperature. The peak temperature is stored in array ‘tcpeak(ishift)’ and x-coordinate 

for the peak temperature location are stored in ‘xstore’. 

Then the domain is scanned from the peak temperature location towards trailing end of 

the meltpool to estimate the location of liquidus, solidus and phase transformation temperature 

isotherms.  

Portion in the code: 

c---Searching for liquidus isotherm 

     ilast=ils                            !ADDED by Vinaya  

      if((iscan.ne.1).and.(mod(lindex,2).eq.0))ilast=ile 

 

      if (tcpeak(ishift).gt.tliquid(3)) then 

         do 215 i = ile,ils,-1 

            if (x(i).gt.xstore) cycle 

       if (t(i,2,klayer(lindex+1)).ge.tliquid(3)) il=i 

215      continue 

 

It is possible that liquidus isotherm may not pass necessarily through one of the scalar grid. 

Hence its location is estimated by linear interpolation. 
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Portion in the code:  

if (il.ge.ils) then 

            tmp1=(x(il)-x(il-1))/ 

     $          (t(il,2,klayer(lindex+1))-t(il-1,2,klayer(lindex+1))) 

            tmp2=x(il-1)+tmp1*(tliquid(3)-t(il-1,2,klayer(lindex+1))) 

      endif 

Then the thermal gradient, G by R ratio and the cooling rate are calculated between peak 

temperature and liquidus temperature. 

Portion in the code: 

   if ((tmp2.gt.0.0).and.(xstore.gt.tmp2)) then 

        thgrad(ishift)=(tcpeak(ishift)-tliquid(3))/ !Thermal gradient     

$                     (xstore-tmp2) 

        gandr(ishift)=thgrad(ishift)*scanvel !Cooling rate 

        gbyr(ishift)=thgrad(ishift)/scanvel !G/R ratio 

        thgrad(ishift)=thgrad(ishift)/10.0 !cm/s to m/s 

        gbyr(ishift)=gbyr(ishift)/100.0  !K/cm2.s to K/m2.s 

    endif 

 

Similar to liquidus isotherm phase transformation temperatures isotherms and their 

corresponding i-indices are searched. Then the cooling rate between phase transformation 

temperature range is calculated.  

Portion in the code: 

if (tcpeak(ishift).gt.tphase(1)) then 

         do 220 i = ile,ils,-1 

            if (x(i).gt.xstore) cycle 

       if (t(i,2,klayer(lindex+1)).ge.tphase(1)) iph1=i 

       if (t(i,2,klayer(lindex+1)).ge.tphase(2)) iph2=i 

220      continue        

         if ((x(iph2).gt.0.0).and.(x(iph1).gt.x(iph2))) then 

            tmp1=(x(iph1)-x(iph1-1))/ 

     $      (t(iph1,2,klayer(lindex+1))-t(iph1-1,2,klayer(lindex+1))) 

            tmp2=x(iph1-1)+tmp1*(tphase(1)-t(iph1-1,2,klayer(lindex+1))) 

            tmp3=(x(iph2)-x(iph2-1))/ 

     $      (t(iph2,2,klayer(lindex+1))-t(iph2-1,2,klayer(lindex+1))) 

            tmp4=x(iph2-1)+tmp3*(tphase(2)-t(iph2-1,2,klayer(lindex+1))) 

            if (tmp2.gt.tmp4) gandr85(ishift)=((tphase(1)-tphase(2))/ 

     $                                        (tmp2-tmp4))*scanvel 

         endif 

      endif 

All this information is stored in file ‘cooling_rate.txt’. 
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List of Variables: 

Group Definition Variable name in the 

program 

Counters index for shifts during a layer 

deposition 

ishift 

Indices i-index for layer start ils 

 i-index for layer end ile 

 i-index for liquidus isotherm 

towards trailing end of meltpool  

ile 

 i-index for higher phase 

transformation temperature 

isotherm  towards trailing end of 

meltpool  

iph1 

 i-index for lower phase 

transformation temperature 

isotherm isotherm towards trailing 

end of meltpool  

iph2 

Different Arrays   

 Stores cooling rate between solidus 

and liquidus  

gandr(ishift), ishift = 1,nshift 

 Stores thermal gradient between 

peak temeprature and liquidus 

thgrad(ishift),ishift = 1,nshift 

 Store G/R ratio between peak 

temepratrue and liquidus 

gbyr(ishift), ishift = 1,nshift 

 Stores cooling rate between peak 

temerpature and liquidus 

gandrp(ishift),ishift= 1,nshift 

 Stores cooling rate between phase 

transformation temperatures (for 

steel is 800 °C - 500 °C, hence 

gabdr85()) 

gandr85(ishift),ishift=1,nshift 

 Stores peak temperature tcpeak(ishift), ishift = 1,nshift 

Local Variables x-coordinates to define extent of 

search for different isotherms 

xend1, xend2 

 variables for interpolation of 

temperature to calculate correct 

corresponding x-coordinates 

tmp1, tmp2, tmp3, tmp4 

 

 

 


